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Preface

The purpose of the project reported in this document was to evaluate

and to provide input into the Motivational Environment Program that was in

operation at the Albuquerque Indian School for the 1970-1971 school year.

The members of the evaluation team were not employees of the AIS but

were an independent group working through the University of New Mexico,

Department of Educational Foundations. The Motivational Environment Program

had been operational for most of the year before the present evaluation was

initiated. Testing instruments had already been selected by the AIS staff

and pre-testing had been done early in the school year. The format and method

of collecting the behavioral data were also decided upon before the evaluation

team appeared on,the scene.

The method of collecting and analyzing the staff and student attitudinal

and interview data was decided upon by the evaluation team which selected and

developed all the necessary instruments. Because of this split in planning

and responsibility and the late date at which the evaluation team began its

task, some problems were encountered in acquiring and interpreting data

already collected, such as the pre-test data and some of the behavioral data.

It is strongly recommended, if an evaluation of this sort is attempted

again, that-an evaluation team be selected before the program begins so that

they can collaborate in the formulation of the evaluation design and develop-

ment and be responsible for the data collection system.

An evaluation of this kind of program would also be more meaningful and

conclusive if a control group were utilized. This would appear to be

necessary because of all of the uncontrolled variables that are in operation

in an environment such as the AIS where the students are exposed to many

activities and people who may affect their behavior.
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Rationale for the Use of a Token Economy

at the Albuquerqde Indian School

Viet

The MEP has been conceived as a means of instituting change in what

heretofore had been perceived a rigid, closed-system institution. Its

primary purpose, at least inferentially, has been to break up the hard crust _ _____.
. __ -

of the old process so that- change might be instituted with some hope of future

.

success. One might argue (as has been done) that to attack the total school

system head-on is a high risk process destined to result in failure. Indeed,

some have stated that such an approach is foolhardy. Those who speak such

words often talk of "pilot" studies,, of taking a class or some other small

part of the system and proving your approach. I do not deny that such

approaches would be more "safe"; be neater; would have less risk and a higher

probability of "experimental" success. All of these considerations were

examined beforehand.
0

The decision to go whole-hog, to address (even attack) the total school

process was a corymittment to certain vafues. The historical ground of the

BIA is littered with good programs which fell to the wayside. Most of these

programs represented small-scale, safe efforts which had no impact on the

total system process. Mogt were smoothed over much as the oyster coats a

grain of sand, to be shoved aside and soon forgotten. The committment made

and represented by the MEP is to cause permanent structural change in the

AIS systemiprocess in full knowledge that such a high risk approach might

polarize resistance, perhaps even closing the system tighter, thus making it

more impermeable. However, these were two major factors mitigating against

that possibility: (1) a new and young administration; (2 -) many of the

teaching staff being eligible for retirement. ,Therefore, the decision was

1
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made to confront the entire system, realizing that much time and effort

(and compassion) would be required to handle the resistance,'anxiety, and

fear.

A behavioral modification program was chosen as the*mose viable means

of propping up the system while the tearing down and restructuring of pro-

cesses was occurring. The token economy in the overall system process has

been considered all along as an emergency intervention device. Prosthetics

are emergency supports, never any substitute for the original, the natural,

the intrinsic. The same holds true for extrinsic motivational prosthetics.

In the long run there is no substitute eor intrinsic motivation, whatever

the process. We hold that to be true in this case.

As the evaluation report indicates, there was nothing neat about the

MEP at AIS. There was no attempt made at control, at a convincing experi-

mental, design. Objective evidence indicates the program failed miserably in

meeting some of the objectives, in securing some of the desired behavioral

change. But change has occurred in the system. Most staff members have sur-

vived the onslaught and are going on to bigger. and better programs. Some who

chose net to have left. Many have retired. Innovative programs are being

started. A new token-economy is being instituted incorporating many of the

recommended changes. Change is in the air at AIS.

Has it been worth the effort? I think so! Who can measure all the

ramifications of such an effort? I. think no one.

I have been all along as much concerned with values and feelings as

with facts and,concepts. The ultimate concern among people is not what they

know but what their commitments are. Thus, the final distinction among

people pertains to their values and feelings, not their knowledge and skills.

What we have needed at AIS has been committment to the children and to

9
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apptoaches having some probability of success in child development and

achievement., You-have to know you Ere lost before you can make effc;rts to

find yourself." The ME.was designed_ to demonstrate with impact how much in

error the system has been.

Salvation has always been dependent on recognition, repentence, resti-.

tution and committment to change. The salvation of AIS as an educational

institution of worth is no less dependent on these factors.

Remember: We are not entirely in the*realm Of facts. We are not in a

situation demanding a problem-solving mode. We are in a human condition re-
,

quiring the best in value judgements.:-. What we require is not-more knowledge

but committment to what we already know. Through the MEP such a committment

has been put into action. The situation has demanded it. The development

and education of these Indian children have made such a committment imperative.

10
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Analysis of Standardized Test Results

A battery of tests including the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale, and the

SRA AChievemelt Series or the Illinois ,Test_of Educational Development (depe%d-
,

ing on grade in school) was administered to the students at the Albuquerucle

Indian School in May 1970 and again in May 1971 as part of the project

'evaluating the impact of the Motivational Environment Program token economy

instituted in October 1970. The 4sign of the study, the choice of tests

used, and the particular scores reported were decided upon by the AIS staff

and the actual testing of the students was carried out under the supervison

of the AIS school personnel prior to the writer's joining the evaluation

team.

Tennessee Self-Concept Scale (TSC). The rationale for assessing changes

in self-concept of the AIS Students from pre- to post-testing was based on the

assumption that self-concept reflects the individual -'s experiences in the

,

"real world." It was presumed that if the Motivational Environment Program

were successful-in changing the behavior of the students involved in it in a

kpositive direction, these changed behaviors would provide more success experi-

ences for the students and, in turn, would be reflected in improved self-

concept. There is a vast 1iterature,on the relationship between self-concept

and school achievement as well as self-Concept and functioning in general

(fbr a review of the relevant literature, see McCandless, 1967, Ch. 6), in

light of which it seemed reasonable to assume that improved functioning would

be associated.with more positive self-perception.

:12
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The TSC was developed to provide a standardized multi-dimensional scale

for the measurement of self-concept. The scale consists of 100 self-descrip-i

tive statements which the subject uses to present his own picture of himself.

The author,' William H. Fitts, states in the TSC manual (1965) that the scale

is self-administering for either individuals or groups and can be used with

subjects age twelve or older having at least a sixth grade reading level.

The scale was standardized on a sample of 626 persons from various parts

of the country, ranging in age from 12 to 68. Incl 'ided were approximately

equal numbers of males and females, both black and white subjects, representa-

Live of all social, economic, intellectual, and educational levels, from sixth

grade through the Ph.D. degree. Fitts (1965) states that the effects of such

demographic variables as sex, age, race, education, and intelligence on the

scores of the scale are quite negligible. (However, the Only data for race

referred to-in the manual is some for black nursing students and black

college students, both of which groups seem to be quite similar in many

respects to the college, students whom Fitts admits are over-represented in

tale norm group.i'

The validity of using the TSC as a measure of the,self-concept of the

students at the Albuquerque Indian School would appear to be questionable on

a number of.counts. First, the TSC requires reading ability equal to that of

the sixth grade level. The results of achievement testing on the AIS students

suggested that the reading level of many of the ninth to twelfth grade stu-

dents (to whom the scale was administered) may have been below-this. Second,

despite the assurance of.the author to the contrary, the present writer

feels that the instructions and procedures for taking the test are some-

what complicated and would require close supervision of the subjects. Fora
example, the items are not 9umbered consecutively, the subjects must skip
.

i

lines on the answer sheets When progressing from item to item, and the columns

I a
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in which answers are recorded go from right to left rather than the more

familiar left to right. It is felt that these features of the TSC would pro-

vide some degree of distraction for subjects taking the test, and this in

conjunction with the poor reading ability of the AIS students raises some

question regarding the validity of the TSC results on this group.

Some support for the assumption that the students were, able to perform

the mechanics of the test adequately is seen in the fact that the pre- and

post-test profiles are quite similar (see Fig. 1), and in the fac/that the

subtest standard deviations for the AIS group were fairly close to the stand-
,

ard deviations reported for, the norm group; This latter implies that the AIS

students were no more variablein their responses to the various scales than

was the norm group; one would expect more variability if the students had been

responding more or less randomly because of inability to follow testing pro-.

cedUres. The'main suspicious feature of data is the high T/F ratio (see

below) which indicates that as a group the AIS students tended to respond in

a positive direction to statements no matter what their content. This could

have occurred if the students had not been trying to respond appropriately to

the items but merely tending to mark items "true of me" down the columns of

the answer sheet.

Third, despite Fitts' insistance that "race" does not affect scale scores,

it is felt that the adolescent Indian population of AIS is probably quite

different fn many ways from the black nursing and college students referred

to as examples of "race" in the TSC manual. It would seem that Fitts' use of

the term "race" refers primarily to skin color and not to what might better

be termed cultural differences. It seems quite likely that the items pertain-

ing to the TSC scoring categories of "physical self" (where the individual

presents his view of hi-s body, state of health, physical appearance, skills

14
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and sexuality -); "moral ethical self" (where the individual presents his view

of his moral worth, relationship to God, feelings of being a good or bad per-

son, and satisfaction with his religion) -; "personal self" (reflecting the

individual's sense of personal worth); "family self" (reflecting the individ-

ual's feelings of adequacy, worth, and value as a Iamily member); and "social

self" (reflecting the individual's sense of personal adequacy and worth in his

interact,ions with other people in general) might have quite different meanings

to persons with a culture as different from that of the middle-class college

students as that of the various Indian cultural groups. There is no way of

dethrmining to what e-4(tent this alteration of meaning in test items might

have occurred in the'present situation. However, the possibility that this

did occur should be kept in mind when interpreting the results of the testing.

Results. There were 41 students, including 25 females and 16 males,

rangijn in age from 14 to 20 and in grade from ninth to twelfth, for whom

data were provided for both pre- and post-testing on the TSC. Means and

standard deviations for the scale scores provided are - presented in Table 1.

"Total P," reflecting the overall level of-self-esteem, is-stated by

Fitts (1965) to be the most important single score in the TSC. For this reason

a t-test for correlated means was performed to determine if the increase of

7.10 in Total P was significant; it was found to be so (i = 2.22; signifi-

cant at the .05 level). An examination of individual scores revealed that

!4 subjects showed an increase in TocalP from pre- to post-testing, 15 showed

a decrease, and two showed no. change.

A multiple regression was done with change in Total P against sex, grade,

and age to determine if any of these variables were associated with the change

scores for this scale. Results of a stepwise regresslion analysis indicated

that change Total P was significantly associated with sex (multiple r = .315);
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Table 1

Tennessee Self-Concept Scale:

Subtest Means and Standard Deviations

for Pre- and Post-Testing (N = 41)

Pre-Test Post-Test DiffereAce
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Total P 309.78 (28.75) 316.90 (29.63) 7.12*
P Score: Identity 111.15 (13.05) 113.39 (12.49) 2.24

P Score: Self'Satisfaction 96.05 (13.35) 98.00 (11.88) 1.95
P Score: behavior 102.59 ( 9.23) 105.51 (11.09) 2.92
P Score: Physical Self 65.24 ( 7.73) 66.38 ( 6.51) 1.54

P Score: Moral-Ethical Self 60.29 ( 6.52). 59.78 ( 6.61) -0.51
"P Score: Personal Self 60.73 ( 7.15) ' 63.24 ( 7.08) 2.51

'P Score: Family Self 64.46 ( 8.12) 66.51 ( 8.10) 2.05

P Score: Social Self 59.05 ( 7.06) 60.59 ( 8.54) 1.54

Self-Criticism 31.63 ( 4.18) 30.27 ( 5.29) -1.36
Variability 45%68 (14.04) 44.27 (10.91) -1.41.
Distribution 94.83 (28.33) -101.41 (30.63) 6.58
True-False Ratio 1.37 ( 0.64) 1.21 ( 0.60) -0.16

Net Conflict 10.66 (18.49) 4.80 (23.87) 75.86
Total Conflict 39.59 (12.89) 38.95 (14.18) -0.64

Defensive Positive 56.85 (11.01) 58.90 (11.56) 2.05

General Maladjustment 82.93 ( 8.61) 87.54 ( 8.79) 4.61**
Psychosis 58.93 ( 7.05) 57.29 ( 6.57) -1.64

Personality Disorder 61.71 '.: ( 9.30) 64.58 (10..08) 2.87

Neurosis 78.12 ( 8.40) 079.88 (10.02)1 1.76

Personality Integration 7.41 ( 3.46) . 7.46 ( 3.58) 0.05

* significant at .05
**significant at .001

and with grade (the addition of this variable brought the multiple r to .410),.

F-ratios for these r's were 4.28 and 3.92 respectively, both significant at

the .05 level.

These analyses indicated that increase in Total P was associated with

being female, and with being in 4 lower grade. Mean change in Total P for

males was -.90 (34subjects increased, 7 decreased, 2 showed no change); mean

change for females was +12.24 (17 increased, 8 decreased). Breaking the data

down by grades revealed that the mean change was +14.44 for the ninth grade

16'
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(6 increased, 3 decreased); +14.00 for the tenth grade (II increased, 6

decreased); +4.00 for the eleventh grade (5 increased, 2 decreased, 2 showed

no change); and 2.33 for the twelfth grade (2 increased, 4 decreased). The

behavioral data of subjects having large increases and those having large

decreases in Total P were examined to determine if changes in Total P was

associated with behavioral, changes; no systematic relationship was found bet

ween these variables. (See Berch chapter below on analysis of behavioral

data.)

A ttest for correlated means was performed to

in the mean GM (general maladjustment) score (which

adjustment), was significant; it was found to be so

determine if the increase

implies decrease in mal

= 3.49, significant at

the .001 level). Examination of the data for individuals showed that 30

increased, 10 decreased, and one showed no change in this score.

Discussion of TSC Results. An inspection of the profile for the mean

subject scores for the AIS studentg, pre and posttesting, reveals some

interesting features (see Fig. 1). For persons not familiar with the TSC,la

description of the scales is included in the Appendix.

The itiean True /False ratio was high and deviant. This score reflects

response set, in this case a tendency beyond normal limits to answer items in

a positive direction regardle'Ss of content. This may have been a result of

testtakingdifficulties (see discussion above), or, to quote Fitts (1965),

"It can be treated purely as a task approach or behavioral measure which has

meaning-only in terms of empirical validity. In this sense the T/F ratio

differentiates patients from nonpatients and correlates significantly with

other tests," (e.g., the F, hysteria, Schizophrenia, Hypomania, and Paranoia

scales on the MMPI,,..hich are ,sociated with bizarre responses, emotional

immaturity, lack of Lontrol over behavior, and suspiciousness and hostility).

1'7
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(See Wolman, 1965, p. 461, for a discussion of empirically based personality

tests.) This latter interpretation is consistent with the high and deviant

AIS group score on the Psychosis scale, as well as on (at least at pre-testing),

the General Maladjustment and Personality Disorder scales. These scales are

all empirical, i.e., they are composed of items that have been found to dis-

criminate these

items that have

relevant to the

various diagnostic groups from one,another, rather than of

been chosen becaus0 they appear to experienced judges to be
%

personality characteristic under consideration, as is the

case with other scales in the TSC. Fitts (1965) states that a high T/F ratio

suggestsa person with ", . t a weak ego and poor controls over . own

behavior, likely to act out . . . conflicts and to be easily influenced by

others (p. 13)." Thus, it would appear, that the AIS students responded to

the' items on the TSC in a manner similar to that in, which psychiatric patients

in the Anglo society respond. This does not necessarily imply that the AIS

students as a group are severely emotionally disturbed, but may reflect

cultural differences in the Meanings of various items. This finding. certainly

bears furthenstudy, both piychologically and anthropologically.

Another interesting feature of the group _profile is- the-fact-that-the _

Self-Satisfaction score, though below the 50th percentile for the standardi-
-;

zation group, is a great deal higher than the Identity and Behavior scores,

which were both close to the lower limits of normality. This implies that

while as a group the AIS students tend to report very low self-evaluation on

basic identity and perceived actual behavior, they are relatively comfortable

about this low level of functioning. This response to perceived inadequacy

has somewhat negative implications for motivation to improve, at least in the

context of Anglo values. (See Finney, 1969, pp. 159-167, for an interesting

discussion of the validity of interpretations of psychological tests, in this

1 9
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case the Rorschach, administered to persons of varying cultural background.)

Summary. It would appear that as a group the AIS students, on.both pre-

and post-testing, responded to items on the empirical scales much as do Anglo

psychiatric patients who show bizarre behavior, have a weak ego, poor controls

over their behavior, and a tendency to act out conflicts and to be easily

influenced by others. The nonempirical, "Positive Score" scales were all

below the 50th percentile of the standardization group, but, except for

Identity, were within normal limits.

on post-testing, there was a significant increase in the Total P score,

mainly on the part of girls in the ninth and tenth grades, implying that these

students underwent some improvement in their self-concept, in the sense that

they attributed more positive statements to themselves on post-testing than

on preltesting. (However, this "improvement" was not associated with system-

atic changes in the behavioral measures, as discussed in the following

chapter by Berch.) This interpretation depends on the assumption that these

students were able to respond appropriately to. the testing situation, in that

they understood directions, etc. The fact that the group profiles were

similar for both pre- and Post-testing tends to support this assumption, as

does the fact that the standard deviations for the AIS group on the various

scales were quite similar to those of the norm group.

However, the design of the present study does not allow one to make any

causal statements about the reason for this significant increase in Total P.

\
In order to attribute credit for this apparent improvement to the Motivational

Environment Program, it would be necessary to have data on students at AIS

not involved in the program but similar to the program students in-all other

respects. This was not done in the present study, and thus no conclusive

statements can be made as to the effectiveness of the program in the area of
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improvement of self-concept.

The fact that the increase in Total P in the present study occurred

primarily in a specific group, i.e., ninth and tenth grade girls, raises

the question of whether there was some particular factor operating within the

total program having nothing to do with the token economy, e.g., one staff

person who was particularly supportive to the girls in question. Uere again,

the necessity of having a control group in order to interpret differences.

from pre- .to post-t,esting is evident.

SRA Achievement Series - Illinois'Test of Educational Development (ITED).

The severity of the educational retardation of the students at the Albuquerque

Indian School has been pointed out and discussed by a number of writers

(Moeny, 1971; Reedy, undated; AIS FY 1971-1972 Title I Proposal: undated).

Reedy (undated). found that the performance of sixth to ninth grade stu-

dents on the SRA Achievement Series ranged from one-and-a-half to three years

below actual grade level, and that the performance of tenth to twelfth graders
.>.

on the ITED was at the first to fifth percentile, with percentile standing

decreasing from the Tenth to the twelfth grade.

Moeny (1971) reported a study in which the Wide,Range Achievement Test

(WRAT) was administered to seventh to ninth grade AIS students in Spring 1971.

It was found that, for the reading subsection,, the seventh and eighth graders

had a mean grade level of 5.4 and the ninth graders, a mean grade level of 5.8.

For the arithmetic subsection, the seventh and eighth graders had a mean level

of 4.05, and the ninth graders had a mean_grade level of approximately 4.65.

This ex re7ly low level of academic achievement is considered by the

staff of the Moti tional Environment Program to be the outcome of a combina-
,,.

tion of English language,deficiency, deficiency in self-concept and social

relationships and alienation
NN

, among other factors. As such, it was anticipated

0,14.

N,
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that changes for the better in these areas as a result of the Motivational

rivironment Program would be reflected in improved functioning in the academic

area. In order to evaluate any such changes, the SRA and theltTED were

administered prior to and following the period during which the token economy

was in effect.

SRA results. Data were provided for both pre- and post-testing for 32

seventh to ninth graders, including 19 females and 13 males. Data on age

were not provided. Means and standard deviations for the SRA subtests are

presented in Table 2.

Table 2

SkA Achievement Series: SubtestMeans and
Standard Deviations for Pre- and Post-Testing

Seventh to Ninth Grade Students (N = 32)

Pre-Test Percentile Post-Test Percentile Difference
Mean S.D.Mean S.D.

Social Studies
Science

.

17.16 (19.83)

15.25 (18.44)

,

11.72 (11.97)

11.13 (10.62)

- 5.44.
- 4.12

,--,

Language Arts

Capitalization/
Punctuation

Grammar
21.75 (17.73)

19.87 (16.57)

28.53 (23.09)

20.59 (17.93)

10.09 ( 9.33)

14.31 (13.30)

24:16 (22.21)

13.03 (12.39)

-11.66
5.56,

4.37

- 7.56

Spelling
Total Language

Arts

.

Reasoning .

Concepts
Arithmetic Computation

_ .

11.46 - (10.94)

8.53 (11.98)

17.71 (18.91),

9.13 ( 9.95)

7.44 ( 7.45)
5.88 ( 6.11)

6.72 ( 8.96)

4.56 ( 6.14)

4.02
- 2:65
-10.99

.

4.57
Total

Arithmetic

.

. Reading
Comprehension
Vocabulary

. .

10.53 (11.08)

10.87 (10.95)

9.06 (10.21)

10.28 (11,89)

8.09 . (8.97)
7.50 (10.00)

6.75 ( 8.24)

5.97 ( 6.90)

2.44.

3.37
,- 2.31
- 4.31,

Total Reading
Composite

It should be noted that in most cases the figures for the means were

smaller than those for the standard deviations. This reflects a skewed dis-

tribution and indicates that the group means were inflated by a few high-
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scoring students. This implies that the level of achievement for the group

as a whole was even lower than it appears, i.e., most students performed even

more poorly than -the- means suggest -.-

A t-test for correlated means was performed to determine if the decrease

of 4.31 in the Composite percentile score was significant; the t of 3.19 was

11 significnat at the .01 level. Profiles of subtest mean scores for pre- and

post-testing are presented in Figure 2.

A canonical correlation was done'to determine if the change in individ-

ual percentile scores from pre- to post-testing for all subtests was related

to sex and grade. A canonical r of .8.7 was obtained, which was not signifi-

cant at the .05 level, indicating that individual changes in subtest percentile

scores were not significantly associated with sex or grade.,:
1

ITED results. Data were provided for both pre- and post-testing for 43

eleventh and twelfth graders (no complete data were provided, for tenth graders),

including 23 females and 20 males. No data were provided for age.

Means and standard deviations for the ITED subtests are presented in

Table 3.

Table 311.0
Iowa'Test of Educational Development (ITED): Subtest

Meand and Standard Deviations for Pre- and Post-Testing,
Eleventh,and Twelfth Grade Students (N = 43)

Subtest Pre-Test Percentile
,

Post-Test Percentile Difference
Mean S.D. Mean' S.D.

1. Social Studies Concepts 7.63 (2.98) 8.05 (2.99) 0.42
2. Natural Science 6.05 (3.14) 7.60 (3.87) 1.55
3. Expression 10.30 (3.05) 9.53 (3.56) -0.77
4. Quantitative Thinking 9.63 (3.70) 6.88 (2.42) -2.75
5. -Reading Social Studies, 9.51 (2.76) 8.42 (3.05) -1.09
'6. Reading Natural Sbience 7.26 (3.42) 7.33 (3.12) 0.07
7. Interpreting Literary Materials 3.77 (2.33) 8..56 (2.40) -0.21

Average of 5, 6, 7 9.51 (3.13) 9.98 (2.93) 0. -47

8. General Vocabulary 6.14 (3.63) 5.93 (3.67) -0.21
Composite: 1-8 7.33 (2.55) 7.09 (2.79) -0.24

9. Use of Sources of Information 8.58 (6.07) 8.00 (4.27) -0 -.58

'The chance level for the Canonical correlation is considerably greater thanzero. ,(see Morrison, Ch. 6).
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A t-test for correlated means was performed6to determine if the decrea*Se

of -0.24 in the composite score was significant; it was not (t = 1.32)..;

Profiles of subtest mean scores fOr pre- and post-testing are presented'

a,
in Figure 3.

A canonical correlation was done to determine if the change in individual

percentile scores from pre- to post-testing for allsubtests was related to

sex and grade. A canonical r of .51 was obtained, which was not significant
6

at the .05 level, indicating that changes in individual subtest percentile

scores we -re not significantly associated with sex or grade.

,Discussion of Achievement Test Results., The academic performance- of the

AIS studehts is abysmally poor as measured by these standardized achievement

tests, and indicates that as a group these'studentg are ill-prepared tunc--
G ..

tion in any situation where academic skills are required. The present evidence

suggests that the AIS students actually deteriorate in level of performance
r.

relative to the norm group as they go from the sixth - ninth grade (SRA) to the

eleventh - twelfth grade (ITED), as seen by comparison of the profiles for ,

these two groups (Figs. '2 and 3). However, it should be noted that part of

this apparent extreme drop is duesto the fact that the SRA
-

scores were in-
-.

flated by a few extremly high-scoring subjec s; thus, the ITED performance was

not that much higher but rather the SRA means give an inflated impreOsion of

the actual level of performance of most of th t group.

LANevertheless, the significant decrease n level of performance from pre-
,

!,)

to 0st-testing for, the SRA group does sugge t that there is o true deteriora-
.

tion in academic performance relative to the norm group as one ascends the

grade levels at'AIS. This apparent deterioration may perhaps more accurately

be described as a,failure to ,gain at the same rate, if at all, as the norm

group, which is then evidenced as a decline in standing relative to the norm

2
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group. This finding is consistent with that'of Reedy"s (undated) who also

found a decrease in mean percentile score on the ITED from tenth to twelfth

grades-for AIS students,

3

In view of the presenC,SRA data snowing a significant drop from pre- to

postesting, and of Reedy's data, it is of_itmerest to note that for the pre=

sent group of ITED subjects there was not a

composite score in the inter=test interval.

subjects should have steadily decreased in p

significant decrease in the

If the-expectation is that these

ercentile score, then the absence

of a decrease represents "improvethent (although all the post-test means are

still below the 10th percentile, which makes'the use of the term "improvement"

in'this context a strictly technical one). However, there is,no way to relate

this apparent "improvement"-in scholastic achievement to the intervening

imviementation of the Motivational Environment Program, as-there was no data

for a control group of equivalent subjects not exposed,to this program.

It should be noted additionally that despite the fact that the ITED mean

percentile scores were quite low, they were higher (all above the 6th per-
':

centile) than were the scores in Reedy's data (all below the 4th percentile).

This discrepancy may be related to the fact that the present data includes

only those subjects who had both pre- and post-test data, i.e., those who were

in attendance at the Indian School from August 1970 to May 1971. It is possi-

ble that this groUp represents the.better" students, the poorer ones having

dropped out of school (and thus out of the study) in the interim.

Recommendations, it is recognized that the difficulties involved in
T

implementing an effectively controlled evaluation study in a school setting

are multitudinous. However, the importance of control group data to a meaning-

ful interpretation of changes that may occur subsequent to the initiation of

T.

a new program is such that every attempt should be made to ensure that a
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control group is incorporated into any evaluation plan; that the control group.

is, free of exposure to the program being studied, and that the pre- and post-

assessment` of the control group is.carried out as carefully as that on the group

exposed to the program. Only when this is done can one make conclusions about
ti

the impact of a prograt with any degree of confidence in one's assertions. In

the present study, it might have been possible to implement the token economy

only in certain classes, or only in certaindorms; failing this, it might have

- been possible to collect control data from another Indian School with_a simi-

lar population, although this alternative would have been less satisfactory

for a number of Peasons. In any case, the expense and work involved in pro-.

viding good control group data is well repaid by the increase in the certainty

with which one can siate'conclusions,..about the effeCtiveness of a given program.

A £reater.effort should be made in any program evaluation using standard-

ized tests to ensure that complete data is Obtainedfyom as many subjects as

possible. In the present evaluation using only subjects with pre- and post

testing,
1

data on many subjects had to be discarded because it was incomplete,

either pre- or post-test data were missing. It, is not possible .to post-
.

test subjects who have dropped out of the study, but it is possible to avoid

spending the time and effort post-testing students who have not been pre-
/

;c1 4 *
tested. Also, once the investment of time and effort has been made in pre-

testing-a student, every effort should be made to obtain post-test data from

him if he is still available. Another kind of problem with incomplete data

occurred in the present study because many students who did haye complete

pre- and post-test data on one test did not have lit on another. For example,

iC had been planned to include the champ score for Total P on the TSC in the

analysis,of variables possibly related to change in the achievement tests,

but it was impossible to do this because not enough students had complete

2 7
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data on both the TSC and theeachievement tests.

A final recommendation involves the problems encountered in interpreting

the results of personality tests administered to persons with a cultural

background differing from that of the group on whom the test was standardized.

Although indications from the present data are that the AIS students were

probably able torespon'd to the test in a consistent and reliable fashion (i.e.,
. ..

. .

their variability on the subscales was comparable to that of the norm group, -

and the group profiles were essentially simi=lar on pre- and post-testing),

the meaning of the subtest scores remains a question. One hesitates to make

the statemdhts that could be made if the present results were obtained from a

group of college students, that is, that as a group the AIS students appear to

be characterized by a variety of personality disturbances. However, pecause

the TSC appears to reliably measure some kind of variables in this grotqi,

hopefully personality characteristi , it would be extremely interesting if

rt could be determined what exactly it does-teasure in Indian adolescents.

/ An interdisciplinary approach utilizing psychologisti`and anthropologists

,would appear to be a fruitful one in this particular instance.

28
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Appendix A

Nature and Meaning of TSC Scores2

1. The Self Criticism Score (SC). This scale is composed Of 10 items.3

These are all mildly derogatory statements that most people admit as being

true for them. Individuals who deny most of these statements most often are

being defensive and making a deliberate effort to present a favorable picture

of themselves. High scores generally indicate a normal, healthy openness and

capacity for self-criticism. Extremely high scores (above the 99th percentile)

indicate that the individual may be lacking in defenses and may in fact be

pathologically undefended. Low scores indicate defensiveness, and,suggest

that the Positive Scores are probably art-ifically elevated by this defensive-

ness.

2. The Positive Scores (P). These scores derive directly from the phenomeno-

logical classification scheme already mentioned. In the original analysis of

the-item pool the statements seemed to be conveying three priMary messages:

(1) This is what I am, (2) This is how I feel about myself, and (3) This is

what ;I do. On the basis of these three types of statements the three horizontal

categories were formed. They appear on the Score Sheet as Row 1, Row 2, and

Row 3 and are hereafter referred to by those labels. The Row Scores thus comr

promikse three subscores which, when added, constitute the Total Positive or

Total P Score._ These scores represent an internal frame of reference within

whichlthe individual is describing himself.

1

Further study of the original items indicated that they also varied con-

siderably in terms of a more external frame of reference. Even within the

2This material is taken from the TSC Manual (Fitts,' 1965).

3These items have been taken from the L-Scale of the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory (1951), Copyright 1943, the University of Minnesota.
Published by the Psychological Corporation. Reproduced by special arrangements.
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same row category the statements might vary widely in content. For example,

with Row 1 (the What I am category) the statements refer to what I am physically,

morally, socially, etc. Therefore, the pool of items was sorted again according

to these new vertical categories, which are the five Column Scores of the Score

Sheet. Thus, the whole set of items is divided two ways, vertically into

columns (external 'frame of reference) and horizontally into rows (internal

frame of reference) with each item and each cell contributing to two different

scores.

a. Total P Score. This is the most important single score on the Counsel--

ing Form. It reflects the overall level of self-esteem. Persons with high

scores tend to like themselves, feel that they are persons of value and worth,

have confidence in themselves, and act accordingly. People with low scores

are doubtful about their own worth; see themselves as undesirable; often feel

anxious, depressed, and unhappy; and have little faith or confidence in .them-

selves.

If the Self Criticism (SC) Score is low, high P Scores become suspect and

are probably the'result-of defensive distortion. Extremely high scores

(generally above the 99th percentile) are deviant and are usually found only

in Such disturbed people as paranoid schizophrenics who as a group show many

extreme scores, uoth high and low.

On the Counseling Form the Positive Scores are,simply designated as P

Scores, while on the Score Sheet of the C and R Form they are referred to as

P f N Scores in ,order to clarify the computations involved.

b. Row 1 P Score - Identity. These are the "what I am" items. Here the

individual is describing his basic identity - what he is as he sees himself.

c. Row 2 P Score - Self Satisfaction. This score comes from those items

where the individual describes how he feels about the self he perceives. In
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general this score reflects the level of self satisfaction or self acceptance.

An individual may have very high scores on Row 1 and Row 3 yet still score low

on Row 2 because of very high standards and expectations for himself. Or vice

versa, may haire a low opinion of himself as indicated by the.* Row 1 and Row 3

Scores yet still have a high Self Satisfaction Score ou Row 2. The subscores

are therefore best interpreted in comparison with each other and with the

Total P Score.

d. Row 3 P Scores- Behavior. Ibis score comes from those items that say

"this is what I do, or this is the way I act." Thus, this score measures the

individual's perception of his own behavior or the way he functions.

e. Column A - Physical Self. Here the individual is presenting his view of

his body, his state of health, his physical appearance, skills, and sexuality.

f. Column B - Moral-Ethical Self. This score describes the self from a

moyal-ethical.frame of reference--moral worth, relationship to God, feelings

of being a "good" ar bad" person, and satisfaction with one's religion or lack

of it.

g. Column C Personal Self. This score reflects the individual's sense of

personal worth, his feelings of adequacy as a person, and his evaluation of his

personality apart from his body or his relationships to others.

h. Column D Family Self. This score reflects one's feelings of adequacy,

worth, and value as a family member. It refers to the individual's perCPPtion

of sel4pin reference' to his closest and most immediate circle of associates.

i. Column E - Social Self. This is another "self as perceived in relation

to others" category but pertains to "others" in a more general way. It reflects

the person's sense of adequacy and worth in his social interaction with other

people. in general.

3. The Variability Scores (V). The V,scores provide a simple measure of the
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amount of variability, or inconsistency, from one area of self perception to

another. High scores mean that the subject is quite variable in this respect

while low scores indicate low variability which may even approach rigidity

if extremely,low-(below the first percentile).

a. Total V. This represents the total amount of variability for the entire

record. High scores mean that the person's self concept is so variable from

one area to another as to reflect little unity or integration. High scoring

persons tend to compartmentalize certain areas of self and view these areas

quite apart from the remainder of self. Well integrated people generally

score below the mean on these scores but above the first percentile.

b. Column Total V. This score measures and summarizes the variations

within the columns.

C. Row Total V. This score is the sum of the variations across the rows.

4. The Distribution Score (D). This score is a summary score of the way one

diStributes his answers across the five available choices in responding to the

items of the Scale. It is also interpeted as a measure of still another aspect

of self perception: certainty about the way one sees himself. High scores

indicate that the subject is very definite and certain in what he says about

himself while low scores mean just the opposite. Low scores are found also

at times with people who are being defensive and guarded. They hedge and

avoid really committing themselves by employing "3" responses on the Answer

Sheet.

Extreme scores on this variable are undesirable in either direction and

are most often obtained. from disturbed people. For example, schizophrenic

patients often use "5" and "1" answers almost exclusively, thus creating

very high D Scores. Other disturbed patients are extremely uncertain and

noncommittal in their self descriptions wi,th a predominance of "2", "3" and

"4" responses and very low 5 Scores.
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5. The Time Score. This score is simply a measure of the time, to the near-

1-*
est minute, that the subject requires to complete the Scale. The author has

only recently made any study of this variable, and. at this point little is

known as to its meaning or significance. It correlates significantly with only

one of the many other scores of the Scale (Net Conflict sub-score for Column C

where r=.32, significant at the .05 level). Therefore, any validity it may prove

to have with other criteria should add to the total validity of the Scale.

The data do indicate that, provided the individual has sufficient education,

intelligence, and reading ability to handle this task, the majority of subjects

complete the Scale in less than 20 minutes. These qualifications . are quite

important; if they. are not met, the Time Score obviously has little meaning. it

has been found that psychiatric patients in general take longer than nonpatients.

This is particularly true of those who are overly compulsive, paranoid, or de-

pressed-.

6. The True-False Ratio (T/F). This is a measure of response set or response

bias, an indication of whether the subject's approach to the task involves any

strong tendency to agree or disagree regardless of item content,(Fitts, 1961).

The actual meaning of T/F can be approached in three ways.

(1) It can be considered solely as a measure of response set and interpreted

in terms of the findings about the meaning of deviant response sets. (2) It

can be treated purely as a task approach or behavioral measure which has mean-

ing only in terms of empirical validity. In this sense the T/F Ratio differ-

)

entiates patients from nonpatients and correlates significantly with other

tests. (3) It can also be considered from the framework of self theory.
4

. From this approach, high T/F Scores indicate the individual is achieving self

definition or self description by focusing on what'he is and is relatively

unable to accomplish the same thing by elidina'ting or rejecting what he is

not. Low T/F Scores would mean the exact opposite, and scores in this middle
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range would,indicate that the subject achieves self definition by a -more

balanced employment of both tendenciesaffirming what is self and eliminating

what is not self.

7. Net Conflict Scores. These scores arellighly correlated with the T/F Score.

More directly, however, they measure the extent to which an individual's res-

ponses to positive items differ from, or conflict with, his responses to

negative items in the same area of self perception. Thus, this is a limited

and purely operational definition and application of the term "conflict."

On the C and R. Score Sheet separate scores are computed within each cell for

the positive and negative items. The difference between these scores, the

P - N Score, is an operational measure of conflict. Since the responses on

the negative items are reversed on the Score Sheet, the P Scores and the N

Scores have equivalent meanings. :rhus, any difference between P and N reflects

contradiction or conflict.

There are two different kinds of conflict, as follows:

'a. ACquiescense Conflict. This phenomenon occurs when the P Scores are

greater than the N Scores (P N yields a positive score or number). This

means that the subject is overaffirming his positive attributes.

b. Denial Conflict. This is the opposite of acquiescense conflict.

Here the N Scores for the cells are higher than the P Scores (P.- N yields

minus scores). This means that the subject'is overdenying his negative attri-

butes in relation to the way he affirms his positive characteristics. He

concentrates on "eliminating the negative."

8. Total Conflict Scores. The foregoing Net Conflict Scores were concerned

only with directional trends in our P - N measure of. conflict. However, some

individuals have high P - N differences which cancel each other out because

they are so variable in direction. It is of equal interest to determine the
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total amount of P - N conflict in a subject's self concept as well as the net

or directional amount of conflict. The total Conflict score does this by sum-

ming P N discrepancies regardless of sign. High scores indicate confusion,

contradiction, and general conflict in self perception. Low scores have the

opposite interpretation, uut extremely low scores (below the red line on the

Profile Sheet) have a different meaning. The person with such low scores is

presenting such an extremely tight and rigid self description that it becomes

suspect as an artificial, defensive stereotype rather than his true self image.

Disturbed people generally score high on this variable, but some also have

deviantly low scores depending on the nature and degree of their disorder.

The conflict scores are reflections of conflicting responses to positive

and negative items within the same area of self perception. These scores are

not to be confused with the variability scores, which reflect fluctuations

from one area -of self pe'rception to another.

9. The Empirical Scales. These six scales were'all derived by item analysis,

with a resulting selection of those items which differentiated one group of

subjects from all other groups. The scores on these scales are purely empiri-

cal, and cut across the basic classification scheme of the Scale.

These scales were derived from an analysis of item responses with the

following groups:

Group \ Size of Group

Norm Group 626

Psychotic-Group (Psy) 100 ,

Neurotic Group (N) 100

Personality Disorder Group PE) 100

Defensive Positive Group (DP) 100

Personality Integration Group (PI) 75

The comparative item responses for these groups were studied and analyzed

by Chi Square tests. Those items which differentiated one group from all other

3.6
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groups were then used to compose a specific scale for that group-. Mere is

some overlapping of items; since a number of items are used on more than one

scale.

The six empirical scales derived by this method, in order of their appear
,

ance on the Profile Sheet, are as follows:

a. The Defensive Positive Scale (DP). This is a more subtle measure of

defensiveness than 'the SC Score. One might think of SC as an obvious defensive

ness score and DP as a subtle defensiveness score, The DP Scorg-stets from a

basic hypothesis of self theory: that individuals with established psychiatric

difficulties do have negative self concepts at some level of awareness,

regardless of how positively they describe themselves on an instrument of

this type.

With this basic assumption, the author collected data on 100 psychiatric

patients whose Total P Scores were above the mean for the Norm Group. The

item analysis then identified 29 items which differentiated this DP Group

from the other-groups.

The DP Score has significance at both extremes: A high DP Score indicates

a positive self description stemming from defensive distortion. A signifi

cantly low DP Score ,means that the person is lacking'in the usual defenses.

for maintaining even minimal self esteem.

b. The General Maladjustment Scale (Ga. This scale is composed, of 24

items which differentiate psychiatric patients from nonpatients but do not

differentiate one patient group from another. Thus, it serves as a general

index of adjustmentmaladjustment but provides no clues as to the nature,of

the pathology. Note that this is an inverse Scale on the Profile Sheet.

'Low raw scores result in high TScores, and vice versa.

c. The Psychosis Scale (Psy). The Psy Scale is based on 23 items which

37
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best differentiate psychotic patients from other groups.

d. The Personality Disorder Scale (PD). The 27 items of this scale are

those that differentiate this broad diagnostic category from the other groups.

This category pertains to people with basic personality defects and weaknesses

in contrast to psychotic states or the various neurotic reactions. The PD

Scale is again an inverse One.

e. The Neurosis Scale (N). This is an inverse scale composed of 27 items.

tiS with other inverse scales,-high T-Scores on the Profile Sheet still mean

high similarity to the group from ,which the scale was derived--in this case

neurotic patients.

f. The Personality Integration Scale (PI). The scale consists of the 25

items that differentiate the PI Group from other groups. The scoring is

slightly different for this scale and is explained on the special template -

for scoring this - scale. This group was composed of 75 people who, 1,y a

variety of criteria, were judged as average or better in terms of level of

adjustment or degree of personality integration.

10. The Number of Deviant SigriS Score (NDS). The NDS Score is a purely

empirical measure, and is simply a count of the number of deviant features on

all other scores. This score is based upon the theoretical position of

Berg (1957) as stated in his "deviation hypothesis." This hypothesis states

that indiViduals who - deviate sharply from the norm in minor behaviors are

likely to be deviant in more major aspects of behavior. The findings with

the NDS Score substantiate this hypothesis. Disturbed persons often obtain

extreme scores on either end of the continuum. Consequently, a system

which sets appropriate cut-off points for each score on the Scale will identify

disturbed persons with considerable accuracy.

The NDS Score is the Scale's best index of psychological disturbance.

This score alone identifies deviant individuals with about 80% accuracy.
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Analysis of Behavioral Data

The basic purpose of this section of .the report is to exaMlne the

behavioral data in an effort to evaluate the effects of the MEP on the

particular target behavicirs which it was designed to improve.

Design of the study. As noted in Blanchard's statement at the)iegin:

ning-of this report, the MEP did nut involve a forml experimental design.

Although no control group was used, the MEP inadvertently implemented what

is known as the "reversal technique." This.is a type of withinsubjects
.

design in which each student serves as hi&own control. The basic design

is as follOws: (1) Baseline Period--in which the naturally occurring

measured; (2) Experimental Period' -- .introduction of treatment

variables; (3) Reversal Period--return to baseline conditions; (4)

Experimental Feriod2--reinstatement of treatment variables.

For the MEP, behavioral measures were taken from 8/24/70 to 10/11470,

prior to the introduction of the token economy. .This time interval would

correspond to the Baseline Period: The first,phase of the token economy

was implemented' on 10/12/70 and continued to operate through December 1970.

This period corresponds to the Experimental Period' and will be referred to

as Phase 1 of the token program throughout the rest,of this section. It is

the author's understanding that the MEP was not reintroduced in January 1971

in order to allow time for a reduction of tensions between the staff and the

administration; since the staff had demonstrated considerable hostility

toward the token economy. The token program, was not reinstated until the

last week of March 1971. Thus, the period from January 1971 to the end of

-1
the th rd week of March 1971 may be consideren Reversal Period.'

31
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However, even though some of the teachers and dormitory aides began dis-

eensing tokens during the last week of March 1971, others did not begin

until the first week'of April 1971- Therefore, the data from the last week

of March 1971 were excluded from the analyses.
ej

The token program was in operation from April 1971 to the end of the

third week in May 1971. This period corresponds to the second experiMental

to period, i.e., Ph.pse 2 of the token program. In order to determinelwhether'

the token program was having any effect on the target behaviorsi one must

determine whether changes in the rate of behavior correspond to changes In

the conditions of reinforcement. Where records were available for -the

Baseline and Phase 1 periods, individual curves were plotted in order to

determine whether the reinforcers were influencing the target behaviors-.

Since most of the data made available to the evaluation team covered

the period from January 1971 to May 1971, it became apparent that the

reversal design could not be considered the most accurate description of

the MEP study. Actually, the design of this study, is characterized better

by what Campbell and Stanley (1963) refer to as a "Time-Series Design."

This is a type of "quasi-experimental" design in the sense that although

aspects of a true experiment were utilized inIthe data collection procedures,

full control over the dispensing of tokens at the appropriate time and place

was lacking. :rpm the standpoint of'a Time-1.eries Design, to determine whether

the MEP did in fact influence behavioral change, one must examine the outcome

patterns generated by the results of the series of measurements. If there is

a discontinuity in the trend following implementation of the token economy,

one would have evidence that,the MEP was effective.

Sources of data. The data were gathered primarily from the dormitories

and the classrooms. As it turned *out, reasonably complete records were avail-
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able for only five behaviors: Drinking, nWOL, Tardy (bedcheck), Absence

(class), and Tardy (class). Most of these records covered the period from

January 1971 through May 19'71. A midterm evaluation of the MEP is available

which. assesses the data from late August 1970 through December 1970; .un=

fortunately, the raw data from this period was not retained for the presentA -

evaluation team. Moreover, most of the original records were.dil-tarded by

NN

the staff at the Indian School. As it turned out, the Only relatively com-
.

piete data available for the period from August 19-70 to December 1970 con-

sisted of records on Drinking for Tanoan Hall and Drinking and AWOL for

Wauneka Hall.

All the data were analyzed with respect, to 28-day periods, corresponding

roughly to the months from January 1971 to May 1971. The rationale for this

procedure arose from the notion of the Time-Series Design discussed above.

That is, in order to be able to make conclusions regarding causal relation-
,

ships between the MEP and behavioral change, enough data points must exist

to determine any trends. However, since most of the students did not emit

the target behaviors daily no, even weekly during the Reversal Period, the

decision was made that it would be meaningless to look at daily or weekly

rates.- Anything larger than monthly ratrs, however, would not provide enough

data points to determine -any trends.

For the months in which some daily records were missing, the data were

transformed so as to represent a 28=day rate. For example, Wauneka Hall had

records for only two weeks of January 1971 for most of the dormitory be-

haviors. Ihus, if a girl was caught drinking three times during that period,

*

her score was converted to "six" for the month of January.,

Approaches to assessment of behavioral change. there were three main

approaches to the analysis of the behavioral data. One of these involved
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the assessment of the percentage of students emitting a particular target

behavior at least once during each month, from January 1971 to May 1971.

The second manner of treating the data was to determine for each dormitory

the frequency (total number of instances) of the target behaviors for each

month from January through May. Ale third approach involved the plotting of

curves for certain individual students, which illustrated the number of in-,

stances of the target behaviors occurring each month. This last approach

included records from August 1970 through December 1970 where available.

Percentage data. Figures 1 through 9 represent graphically the per-

centage of students who emitted the designated target behaviors at least once

during each month from January 1971 through May 1971. the data are categorized

by dormitory, AIS or Bordertown,1 as well as by sex for Kiva Hall. The McNemar

test for significance of change was performed on the percentage data. This

test was used to determine the reliability of apparent increases and decreases

between two of the monthly periods in the percentage of students emitting each

particular behavior.- in most cases, comparisons were made between January and

May. When the percentage was lower in February than in January, iebruary and

May were compared. When the trend appeared to change following reinstatement

of the token program, the percentages from January and April were compared,

followed by another comparison between April and May. A summary of the sig-

nificant changes is presented in Table 1. une may note that in some cases,

relatively large percentage changes were less highly significant than much

lower percentage changes. Closer examination of Table 1 will reveal that

these high percentages represent changes for Kiva Hall, which has a much

smaller number of students than either Tanoan or Wauneka. With the McNemar

1BordertoKn refers to students who attend schools tiff campus.
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test, when the number of persons emitting the behavior is rather small,

relatively large percentage changes may still not be highly significant.

As shown in Tab -le 1, most of the significant changes represent increases

in the percentage of students emitting the target behaviors.. The only sig=

nificant decreases in percentage were for the following: Tardy (bedcheck)

for Tanoan AIS-; .absence (class) for Wauneka AIS and Diva Males AI -S; lardy

(class) for Tanoan AIS, Wauneka AIS and lava Females AIS. Of these six

changes, only three represent an unequivocal discontinuity in trend after

te,

reinstatement of.the token program: 1) Absence (class) for Kiva Males AIS,

2) Tardy (class) for Tanoan AIS, and 3) Tardy (class) for Kiva Females AIS.

Frequency data. The data were also_analyzed in terms of the total

number of instances of the target behaviors occurring each month from January

through May, In most cases the total number of instances for each month is

plotted. The means were not used, except for Absence (class) data, because

they were less than one and thus would be rather meaningless to the reader.

For all five behaviors, statistical analyses were run to determine: 1) whether

the patterns of the dormitories diffeted significantly from each other, i.e.,

that they were not parallel, and 2) whether particular trends departed from

a horizontal line, i.e., whether there,were reliable increases or decreases-

Figute 10 shows the frequency of Drinking for Tanoan Hall and Wauneka

Hall from January through May. For Tanoan Hall, Drinking increased from

January through March, decreased somewhat in April, and increased again in

May. The Drinking pattern for Wauneka consisted of an increasing trend from

January through Ma/. A statistical analysis of trend indicated that the

general increasing pattern's fOr Tanoan and Wauneka are reliable (F = 4.31;

df = 4, 613; p <.005). Furthermore,_ the patterns of the two dormitories

do not differ significantly (F = 1.95, df = 4, 613; p > .05).
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Table 1

Summary of the Significant Changes in the Percentage
of Students Emitting a Designated Behavior

at Least Once During a Particular Month

'-= Behavior Dorm Months
Percentage

Change
Direction
of change _

Significance
Level

Drinking Wauneka AIS Jan & May 19 ,(+)Increase ,0003

AWOL Tanoan AIS Jan &-May 18 (+)Increase .00005

AWOL Tanoan Bdtn. Jan & May 16 _ (+)Increase .0004

AWOL Wauneka AIS Jan & May 28 (+Y-increase .-00005

AWOL

Tardy (bedcheck)

Wauneka Bdtn.

Tanoan AIS

Jan & May

Jan & May

33 ,

, 11

(+).-Increase

(-)Decrease

.00003

.03

Tardy (bedcheck) Wauneka AIS Feb & May 16 (+)Increase .0005

Tardy (bedcheck) Wauneka Mtn. Jan & may 24 (+)Increase .00003

Absent (class) Wauneka AIS Jan & May 16 (-)Decrease .003

Absent (class) Kiva Males AIS Jan & April 57 (0-Increase .03

Absent (class) Kiva Males AIS April & May 64 (-)Decrease .008

Absent (class) Kiya Females AIS ,Jan & April 19 (+)Increase :02

Tardy (class) Tanoan AIS Jan & April 16 (+),Increase .00005

Tardy (class) Tanoan AIS April & May li (-)Decrease .0003

Tardy (class) Wauneka AIS Jan & May 31 (-)Decrease .00006

Tardy (class) Kiva Females AIS Jan & April 38 (+)Increase._ .0005

Tardy (class) Kiva Females AIS April & May- 29 (-)Decrease .003
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With respect to AWOL, Figure 11. shOwt, that the number ,of instances of

this behavior increased for Tanoan Hall during the Reversal Period, but

decreased somewhat during Phase 2 of the-token prograM. Although the

number of-AWOL s increased moderately for Wauneka Hall during the Reversal

Period, there was a marked increase di!tring April and May. There appears

to be negligible change for Kiva Hall from January through May,. ( Analysis of

trend for these data indicated that the trends depart reliably from a hoti-
,

zontal line (f = 2.624 df = 4, 613; p < .05).. The patterns of the dormitories

differ significantly as well (F = 1.96; df = 8, 1226; p < .05), which suggeits

that there was essentially no change in trend for Kiva Hall.

The data on Tardy (bedcheck) for Tanoan Hall and Kiva Hall are presented

in Figure 1.2. The frequency of Tardy (bedcheck) increased for Tanoan Hall

through March, decreased in April, and increased markedly in May. lhere was

a general increasing trend for Kiva Hall. 'the data from Wauneka is not in-
A

eluded because it was discovered that the available records grossly under-

estimated the frequency of this behavior. Since this error was discovered

after the analyses had been run, the results of the statistical analyses cannot

be considered accurate. .levertheless, the marked similarity between the-patterns,

for Tardy (bedcheck)and the patterns for Drinking suggest that as in the case

of Drinking, the patterns of Tardy (bedcheck) are not significantly different

for Tanoan and. Kiva, but both trends differ reliably from a horizontal line.

iigure 13 presenti the mean number of instances of Absence (class) for

the three dorms.' All three showed an increasing trend from February through

March. There was a decrease for Tanoan and Wauneka from Mardh to April, and

a slight increase for Kiva. HoWever, all three dormitories showed decreases

from April to May. Both the departure from flatness and the differences among

the patterns of the dormitories, were highly significant (F = 38.98; df = 4, 328;

52
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p < .001 and F = 7.191 df = a, 656; p < .001,'--reepectively)

Figure 14 illustrates -the rate of Tardy (alassl for all three dorms.

Tanoan Hall showed an increase during the Reversal Period, then decreased

41in April and May. Wauneka decreased from February to March.and continued

, -

to decrease through April and May. Kiva increased through April_and de-

creased in May. The patterns of the dormitories were found to differ signi-

ficantly (F = 7.50; df = 84. 656; p .001), In addition, the trends depart

reliably from a horizontal line (F = 4. -82; df = 4, 328; p

Individual curves. Since the percentage data inditated that a number of

students did not emit certain behaviors, it is likely that the averaging

--Frocess distorted changes in behavior that took place for individuals. In

keeping-with a behd-ftor modification approach to evaluation, one should look

at individual curves in order to determine whether the reinforcement contin-

gencies were influencing behavioral change. one difficulty, however, involves

the basis for selection of individual curves. It was decided that some of the

data from the student questionnaire should be used as a basis for selecting

individuals. Question 41 of the student questionnaire (see Landau) investi-

gated the students' perceptions of changes in their behavior following itr-;

plementation of the MEP. Most students perceived little change in their -

behaviors,

these same

individual

upwever, a few did perceive extreme changes. It follows that

changes should be evident in the behavioral data. Consequently,

curVes were plotted for the behaviors which were perceived as

having undergone extreme change following implementation of the MEP.

as shown in Figure 15, Student X perceived an increase in Tardiness

(class), but the behavioral data show that*he was not Tardy even once from

January through May. Moreover, although he perceived a marked decrease in

AWOLs the b havioral data indicate that he went from zero AWOLs in Match
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to six in April, the first month of Phase 2 of the program, and then back

to zero in May.

Student Y perceived extreme increases in both AWOLa and Absences (class),

as illustrated in Figure 16. However, the behavioral records show no absences

throughout the first five months of 1971. This student was AWOL once during the

Baseline Period, no times during Phase 1, twice during the Reversal-Period,

and approximately twice during Phase 2. Certainly, these behavioral changes

cannot be considered extreme.

As shown in Figure 17, Student Z had no instances of Drinking from late

'August 19 -70 through May 1971. However, he "perceived" a marked increase in

Drinking during this period. He also perceived a marked increase in Tardy

(class), but the behavioral data indicate that he was Tardy eight times from

January through May, and only once during Phase 2 of the token program. Thus4

for the three students selected, no correspondonce was found between perceptions

of behavioral change and the actual changes indicated by the behavioral data.

Additional individual curves were constructed in order to determine

whether any behavioral changes were correlated with pretest-posttest change

scores on the TSC, ITED, or SRA. In general, no systematic relationships

Were found-between changes in test scores and behavioral changes.

Discussion and conclusions. There are a number of possible reasons for

the discrepancies between perceived changes in behavior and the actual changes

in the behavioral data: 1 -) the records may be inaccurate, 2) the students'

perceptions may be unrealistic, or 3) replies to the question may not have

reflected the students' true perceptions. Unfortunately, there is no way of

determining which of these alternatives is correct, on the basis of the

available data.

In looking at trends, it was found that-there were only a few instances
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where inappropriate behaviors decreased following implementation of the token

program in Phase 2 (that is, where the _previous trend was either flat or in-

creasing) these were primarily the Absence (class) and Tardy (class) data.

The percentage of those Absent (class-) for both Kiva males and females in=

creased from February to April, but decreased in May. These changes correspond`

to the increasing trend in the mean number of absences from February through

April, and the marked decrease for Kiva as a whole in May.

With respect to the Tardy (class) data, the percentage of those Tardy

increased for Tanoan Hall from January through April, but they showed a

decrease from April to May. Frequency data follawed a similar pattern. The

percentage of students tardy for class increased for Kiva females from January

to April, but decreased from_April to May for Kiva males. Frequency data for

Kiva as a whole also show an increase from January through April and a decrease

from April. to May.

Thus, on the surface, there appears to be substantial evidence that the

MEP did lead to the reduction of Absence (class) and Tardiness (class) both

in terms of the percentage of students emitting these behaviors and the fre-

quency of these behaviors_for the dormitories as a whole. With a Time-Series

Design, nowever, even when the outcome pattern indicates that the treatment

had an effect, there are other plausible hypotheses which can compete as

alternative explanations of the shift in the time series. These rival hypo-

theses arise from the lack of control over extraneous variables which might

have influenced behavioral change independent of or possibly in conjunction

with the treatment variables.

Probably the most serious weakness of the Time-Series Design is its

failure to control for "history," i.e., events other than the treatment

variables which may have occurred during the study. For e?cample, suppose
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the rate of a certain target behavior after April indicated aschange in

trend from prior to MarCh. certain events other than the token program

probably occurred during April and May but not during January through March,

which may have had some influence on the behavior. A specific instance of

this could be the seasonal change from winter to spring which occurred

simultaneously with the shift to Phase 2 of the token program. Thus, "spring*

fever" could account for increases in Drinking and,AWOL, precluding improvementsk

which might have resulted had the token program been implemented during a diff-

erent time of year. Similarly, since examinations are usually administered to-

ward:the end of the school year, decreases in Absence (class) from April to

May could have resulted from the necessity of having to attend class in order

to take final exams.

T
Furthermore, what appeared to be actual behavioral changes following

implementation of the token program, may have resulted instead from a change

in the measurement procedure. For example, when the token program was re-

instated in late March, the dormitory aides were reminded about keeping

accurate records. Thus, the data indicating increases in Drinking may reflect

in part more careful observation and recording of this behavior by the dormi-
.

tory staff.

Another rival hypothesis of behavioral change arises from the fact that

the staff knew the predicted outcomes of the study. As Campbell and Stanley

(1963) suggest, "If the measurement procedure involves the judgments of

human observers who are aware of the experimental plan, pseudo confirmation

of the hypothesis can occur as a result of the observer's expectations

(p. 41). Or, as in the case of MEP, the hostility of the staff toward the

administration and the token program (see Moellenberg) may have produced

pseudo "disconfirmation" of the hypotheses.
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In conclusion, the reader should remember that the lack of control over

extraneous variables in this study contributed to the difficulty of inter-

preting the results. It is the author's contention that any conclusions

regarding causal relationships between the Motivactional Environment Program

and behavioral changes must be considered tenuous.

or'
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Recommendations

The following section contains a series of suggestions which might be

of use in subsequent phases of the NEP as well as in similar programs which

may be in the initial stages of planning.

1. Qne of the most important recommendations to be made concerns the

selection of an "appropriate" design for the implementation of the MEP, i.e.,

one which is capable of reflecting causal relationships between the token

economy and behavior changes, where such relationships exist. Certainly the

reversal design discussed earlier would be appropriate. However, once the

program is operating successfully, it may be difficult to justify ethically

the temporary termination of the program solely for the purpose of providing

objective support for its eff4ctiveness.

A more acceptable procedure would be to employ what is known as the

"multiple baseline" technique. With this type of design 'one would first*

obtain initial baseline measures on all target behaviors and then begin

modifying cne (possibly two) behavior(s) while continuing baseline measure-

ment on all the others. Following a clear indication of 'improvement inothe

first behavior, one would begin working on a second behavior, continuing

with this procedure of successive modification for the remainder of the

target behaviors. If changes occur for behaviors which are being treated,

while those yet to be treated remain at the baseline level, one would have

evidence that the reinforcement variables were indeed influencing the target

behaviors.

An important byproduct of this technique is that the particular sequence

of target behaviors can vary for different individuals. In other words, one
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could work on drinking first for some students, AWOL first for other students,

etc.- A major advantage of the multiple baseline technique is that the student

does not have to try to modify many different behaviors simultaneously. By

concentrating on one behavior at a time he is more likely to be successful,

and thus obtain'the desired reinforcement. Another advantage of this tech-

nique is the relative ease with which one can chart the progress of behavioral

change. With increased ease of observation and recording, staff members would

be more likely to dispense reinforceMent consistently and immediately.

Another appropriate design would involve the use of a control group which

would receive neither tokens nor back=up reinforcers. Such'a group would

provide a baseline for assessing the relative effect on performance of the

reinforcement variables. Since a number of-the students-will not participate

in the MEP during the next phase, a control group could be established. Of

course, it would be best if studentS could be randomly assigned to the experi-

mental and control groups. If this is not possible, students making up the

two groups should be matched on factors such as the baseline rate of the

target behaviors. Actually, a combination of the control group and multiple

baseline designs would be even more appropriate.

group design, as with the reversal technique, an

that the students in the control group would not

tokens and reinforcers.

However, with a control

ethical problem arises in

be given a chance to earn

2. One of the most deleterious aspects of this study was the system of

recording behaviors. Obviously,

as the MEP requires a relatively

system to

a study involving as many students and staff

uncomplicated, standardized record-keeping

ensure reliable and valid assessment of behavioral change. A

recent article by Lehrer, Schiff, and Kris (1970) describes just such a

system. These investigators have made use of a credit card in their token
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economy, which according to them facilitates the ease of record keeping and

concomitantly provides better records for subsequent evaluation.

Under this system the student uses a small plastic credit card similar

to a gasoline credit card, on which identification data such as name, I.D.

number, etc., can be embossed. Tokens consist of points earned which are

stamped on a "points slip." Those who dispense points -have code sheets con-

taining numbers which represent specific behaviors. When a specific behavior

is reinforced, the identification data is stamped on the points slip along

with the number of points earned and the code number. In addition, a space

is provided on the points slip for further description of the behavior if it

is necessary. The school keeps one copy ,of these slips, and the student keeps

the other. Thus, the student obtains immediate secondary reinforcement, in

the form of a receipt.

At the end of each week a secretary types out a statement for each

student indicating the dates on which he has emitted certain behaviors, the

code numbers for those behaviors, the number of points earned, and the

student's expenditures for that week. As Lehrer, et al. suggest, the weekly

statements permit easy review of a student's progress. Moreovdr, this techni-

que facilitates statistical analysis of the points accumulated.

3. A third recommendation concerns the different types of behaviors

which the MEP was designed to influence. It is likely that behaviors such

as drinking and stealing may necessitate a somewhat different approach than

behaviors such as tardy for bedcheck and faking illness. For example, the

boys in Tanoan Hall received four blue tokens (valued at a total of $2.00)

along with verbal praise for not drinking. It is reasonable to assume that

for many of these boys the pleasure obtained from getting drunk one night

far outweighed-the "reward" consisting of $2.00 and a '.'very good" for staying

sober.
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The rewards resulting from behaviors such as drinking and stealing are

quite complex and may differ extensively for different individuals. Thus,

before these types of behaviors are selected for treatment in the next

phase of the program, an assessment of the reinforcers maintaining these

behaviors for each individual might be helpful. Following this analysis,

other procedures for reducing the strength of undesirable behaviors mighc

be decided upon, such as weakening the underlying motivation, withdrawing

the reinforcer, etc.

4. The Motivational Environment Prograni utilized "tokens" consisting

ry

of various'colored poker chips to bridge the gap, between emission of

appropriate behavior and delivery of the reinforcers. In various inter-

views with the staff of Tanoan Hall, the author learried that many of the

older boys considered the poker chips to be rather ridiculOus. A token

does not have to come in the form of a poker chip. For something to con-

stitute a token, it must be 1) an observable or tangible object,

2) capable of being dispensed immediately following emission of the appro-

priate behavior, and 3) backed up by effective reinforcers. Thus, poker

chips, stars, checkmarks, scores, and a variety of ether objects and

symbols can be used as tokens. In the future, it maybe more beneficial

for one kind of token to be used in the dormitory setting and another kind

in the classroom, Furthermore, certain kinds of tokens might be better
N \

for younger ?hildren, such as stars and poker chips, whereas checkmarks
0

`might be sufficient for older students.

5. Reinforcers can be determined in a variety of ways. Birnbrauer,

Burchard, and Burchard (1970) suggest a number of techniques in addition to

token systems which may be helpful in selecting or establishing effective
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reinforcers. Three of these suggestions may be of some future value to the

personnel at the Albuquerque Indian School. First, and most obvious, is that

one could ask the student directlywhaL 'he likes or wants. However, one

problem with this techniqUe is that what a student says he likes may not

actually function'to reinforce his behavior.

A second method involVes the use of the "Premack Principle," which states

that if a person is more likely to engage in behavior A than in behavior B

when both are petmittrd, then-the opportunity to engage in behavior A will

function as a reinforcer for behavior B if A is made contingent upon B. For

example, suppose child X is-more likely to play baseball, than read a book

when given a choice, wheteas child'Y is more likely to read a book than play

baseball. In applying the Premack Prinnciple, one would say to child X. "If

you Teed for awhile then you can go outside and play baseball." But to child

Y, one would say, "If you play baseball for awhile then you can come inside

and reaa." Of course, this is the type of thing that parents do all the time.

Yet, the apparent sipplicity of this prOcedure is deceiving: To be successful

in applying-the Premack Principle, one must not only be an excellent observer

of naturally occurring behaviors, but must also be able to recognize the often

subtle cues which wol.O.d suggest making use of certain high-probability be-

haviors. Tharp and Wetzel (1969) present an interesting account of the appli-

cation of the Premack Principle:

A nurse observed that a slovenly,schizophrenic patient,

.Patricia, invariably engaged all staff members *Who entered the

dayroom in conversation, concerning her Illegal confinement, to-

gether with urging that her iawyr, ;,,e contacted. The nurse

correctly hypothesized this beha,tr: vas of sufficiently high

probability to be used as areinf.ACer; later, opportunity to
speak with the staff about her ler:er was placed contingent on
hair-combing and face-washing (p. 32).

As Birnbrauer, et al. suggest, however, the Premack techniw should

not be used exclusively. This is because the opportunity to engagein certain
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behaviors may not exist in the natural setting, and thus could not be de-

termined from observation alone.

A third technique involves the-use of adult attention, which bas been

shown to be a powerful reinforct. 6f course, dne must be careful to use it

in a controkledmanner, i.e., making

of desired behaviors and withdrawing

undesirable behaviors.

attention contingent upon the emission

attention following the emission of

6. In,some situations, reinforcement should be given only when all

members of the group emit the appfopriate behavior or at least when each

member does his part. For example, Students should redeive reward for

cleaning their room only if everyone in the room has successfully completed

his particular job. Similarly, it might be better to reward students for

being on time to class only when the entire class'is on time. A first'

glance it may appcar -thpt'this procedure would have an adverse effect on the

students who do not successfully do their part, through ridicule from their1'

peers,. RoWever, there is evidence that under group ContingencieS, students

seek to help their less successful] peers. (Bronfenbrenner, 1962; Wolf,

Hanley, King, LachOwicz, & Giles, 1970; Zimmerman, Zimmerman & Russell, 1969).

Clearly, with this type of procedure, everyone can benefit only by ensuring

that each individual does his part, 'Thus, to the extent that rewards are,

dispensed appropriately, i.e., Made contingent upon successful performance of

the entire group, this procedure should automatically increase helping be\-

haviors from most of the students.

/,
7. Inherent in a good token economy is the selection of appropriate,

mediators, i.e., those people who are directly involved with the students

and dispense the rewards. As noted in Moellenberg-'s section of this evalu-
G

ation, a number of staff members were openly hostile to the Motivational
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Environment Program and those who initiated it. Obviously, then, one so-
..

lution is to select those staff members who feel comfortable with the pro-

gram. Almiever, this ptocedure would not necessarily ensure successful imple-

mentation of the program. Tharp and Wetzel (1969) present the following case

which illustrates nicely the importance of the interplay between the selection

of reinforcers and mediators:

A dormitory supervisor, for a boarding school cF the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, determined that there were two
potentially satisfactory reinforcers available in managing
the case of a 13=year-old lazy and belligerent boy. The

first was probably the most powerful: time with the dormi-

toryowned electric guitar and amplifier. The mediator
for the guitar would-be a night-shift dorm Aide, Walter.
The other potential teinforcer was a,town-Hass, which would
involve a ride in on Saturday morning with the mediator,
Billy, the stationwagon driver. The supetvisor knew that
Walter was a capricious man, whose bad moods sometimes led
him to lock up all the entertainment-center equipment: guitars,

the stereo, and the. pool cues. Billy was a steady young man,

interested in "wayward youth,fl,but not at all comfortable
with the proposed intervention plan, which seemed to hiM like

bribery,. The supervisor believed, nevertheless, that he could

influence Billy to dispense rides-to-town on contingency,
whether or not there was philosophical agreement. Walter, on

the other hand, would require supervision during hours when
the interventionist was often out of the building. The medi-

ator of choice was Billy. This eliminated the guitar from

consideration, and the plan moved to the second-ranked re-
inforcer, town-passes (p. 193).

Thus, in this case, the reinforcer to be used was determined by the

choice of the mediator. Certainly the intricacies of the reinforcement

process require such an analysis before selecting reinforcers and mediators

in,order to increase the likelihood of a successful, behavior modification

program.- As Kuypers, Becker, and O'Leary (1968) indicate:

Great care should be exercised in selecting and training

observers, in providing guidelines for the supervisory stafT2

and in preparing the teacher for what, is coming. . . A token

system is not a magical procedure to be applied in a mechanical

way. It is simply one tool within a larger set of tools avail-

able to the teacher concerned with improving the behavior of

children. The full set of equipment is needed to do the job right

(p. 108).
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Assessment of Student Attitudes and Perceptions

This section will discuss the results of a one to one interview per-

formed at the Albliquerque Indian School. The purpose of the interview was

to provide the evaluation team with the subjective reactions of the Indian

School student body to the token program. It was felt that nonobjective,

open- e.ided questions would provide a personal depth dimension to the under-

standing of the effects of the token system on the school. Possibly the stu-

dents' reports would supplement the "hard data" with subtle areas where the

token program was weak or strong. Likewise student recommendations might pro-

f

vide fruitful directions for further token programs in the school.

The interview was performed by 10 Indian college students on a sample of

63 students. Great effort was made to select subjects for the interviews who

represented proportionately various subgroups at the Indian School. Age, sex,

dormitory, tribal affiliation and academic school attended were factors con-

sidered when choosing the student sample. However, a series of extraneous

factors, such as student dropouts, student illness, and absence interfered

with the acquisition of the ideal sample. There was also a large portion of

the school that returned home for summer vacation while the interviews were

performed. Students attending the Albuquerque school system had almost 2

weeks more of academic classes than did those at the AIS school. The result

is a sample which is somewhat skewed in makeup.

The composition of the sample was:

Sex:

Male :

Female:
31
32

62
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By School:

Attending AIS school:

Albuquerque Public
Schools:

By Dormitory:

Dormitories

?s

38 (These students are referred to
as Bordertown students)

Wauneka 18
Tanoan 24
Kiva 21

By Tribe:

Navajo 41
Apache 8
Pueblo 1 -1

Utes 3

The interview consisted of approximately 40 questions and a brief multi-

ple choice sheet in which students rated themselves on the problems typically

described by the school authorities. The interviews took from 45 minutes to

hours depending on the pace of the individual doing the interviewing and

the student involved.

All the interviewers were students at the University of New Mexico.

They were all of Indian descent. They were paid on the basis of $2.50 per

hour for their services and were trained for approximately 4 hours to adminis-

ter the interviews. They individually went to the AIS after school hours and

located their subjects in the dormitory. They conducted the interviews in

semi-private areas and worked at their own pace during the afternoons, evenings

and weekends. One hundred subjects we-Le chosen from the rosters of the

Indian school and were given code numbers. The identity of each subject vers

carefully protected by tlte interviewers and evaluation staff. Confidentiality

was focused upon at the initiation of each interview and students were not

forced to participate. At the end of a three-week interview period, 63 of
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the initial subject list of 100 were interviewed. The interviewing then

ceased as the remainder of the students returned to their homes for summer

, vacation.

The results of the interviews will be divided into five sections for

clearer, consideration. The first. will deal with the students' general atti-

tudes about the Indian school, its personnel and program. The second will deal

fi

with the students experiences with the token program. The third will des-
.

cribe the student recommendations for future programs utilizing tokens. The

fourth section will report on the students' perceptions of what problems they

have most frequently and how the tokens, affected the incidence of these

problems -: Each section will end with a summary and recommendations. The

final section will attempt to integrate the results of the interview in rela-

tion to the token program as a whole. The data for each section will be

listed by question. For each question the number of students responding will

be given. The percentages of each response were calculated from the total

responding to that question. The number responding varies from 63 to 33 de-

pending on the question. The students' responses which were lacking are due

to 1) certain questions which were omitted because the student attended the

Albuquerque Public School System which did not use tokens 2) errors on the

part of the interviewer 3) certain questions being omitted because the stu-

dent was too young as judged by the interviewer, and 4) refusals to respond

on the part of the student.

General evaluation of.school. The section in the questionnaire entitled

"General Evaluation" included 10 questions which aimed at eliciting the stu-

dents' general attitudes toward the'school. The questions and response cate-

gories and the percentage of students responding in each category appear at

the end of this section. The first question asked the students to describe

7
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their attitudes about coming to the school. The answers were distributed

such that about 647, of the students replied that they either liked or wanted

to come. This is a strong and tirprising majority considering,the frequent

remark by staff personnel that most students are "shipped" there because of

behavior problems. Nineteen percent reported some anxiety etyma the school

and 6% frankly stated they did not want to come. Three percent said they were

sent by their family and about 5% said they felt nothing. These answers im-

ply that most of the Indian students look back upon their arrival with posi-

tive feelings and a minority with a memory of some anxiety. Although we have

no comparable non-Indian control group data, this seems to paint a positive

picture of the students' anticipation of school.

The next question asked the students to evaluate the school at present.

This group of-responses again reflects a positive viewpoint with approximately

58% of the respondentS reporting unqualified "liking" of the school. Another

26'. reported acceptance or positive attitudes with; some limitations. This

suggests that 84% ranged from neutral to extremely positive reports on the

school in general. Convegsely there were 8% who reported disliking the school

or hating it Again we see a picture of a student body who in the majority

- were satisfied with their surroundings.

The next two questions asked more specifically what is "good," or "bad"

about the school to provide further understanding of what had motivated the

students -' previous responses. There was an emphasis on activities and-social-

izing in 65% of the responses to "what is good about the school." The basic

task of learning to socialize among peers is appropriate from preadolescence

throughladolescence and the school seems to be satisfying this function for

many of its students. There is a lesser focus (17%) on the positive value of

the academic comptinents of the school but this may reflect typical attitudes
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of this age group or cultural variations in the importance of school during

these formative years. Eight percent remarked upon the new freedoms (getting

away from home and liquor privileges) and 5% felt nothing was good. We can

cautiously draw some conclusions from these reports. The students are most in-

terested in socializing and learning to meet new peers. Any social functions

which the school holds that accomplishes these goals are appreciated. We are

also beginning to detect a percentage of students (between 6 and 10%) who are

unhappy at the school and resent coming dislike the school and find little

good with It.

The next question dealt with perceptions of the bad things about being

a student at the school. Five general areas of complaint emerged. The

largest percentage (35%) complained about the anti-social behavior (fighting,

thievery, AWOL and drunkenness). Apparently these behaviors interfered with

their routine as well as that of the staff. Thirteen percent complained about

the food and 18% complained about the dormitory regulations. Thirty-two per-

cent criticized the school and dormitory personnel. This question is of

interest because it reflects the basic problem of this school and any insti-

- tution dealing with growing and experimenting adolescents. There was reported

a need for more freedom and fewer regulations alongside of a report of dis-7

satisfaction and unhappiness with the students who break rules and cause

trouble. Perhaps here we see the suggestion of a need for different rules

and regulations for those who can use freedom wisely and grow without chal-

lenging all norms and separate rules for others who need more structure and

assistance until they develop their own controls.

The next,question explored the students' general attitudes about their

teachers. Here we see a very high percentage (85%) reporting that they liked

their teachers, they taught well and that they are "all right." Nine percent

remarked that some are nice and again we find 7% either did not like their

7 6
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teachers or did not care. We see again as in the evaluation of the AIS in

general most students like their teachers.

The next two questions tried to again focus on those qualities in the

-teachers that please the students or make them dislike their teachers. In

the area of what they liked about their favorite teachers, it was found that

approximately 60% of the students reported that they admired teachers who were

nice, friendly, understanding, concerned, kind and those who treated students

well. The-emphasis in these responses was on the interpersonal quality of

the teacher, not knowledge, information, or teaching skill, Twenty-six percent

reported that their favorite teachers taught well and a small percentage gave

scattered reports about teachers being in control, looking well, not giving

homework or looking well groomed. We may conclude that the majority of these

students are primarily social beings who respond to adults on the basis of

how they are treated. Warmth and friendliness are strong assets. We also

see emerging a repetitious percentage of 10 to 15% (= the students who, are

academically oriented and focus on the learning aspects of the AIS and aca

demic work. Approximately 8% of the answers seem to reflect neither social

nor academic awareness (looks well groomed and not much homework). These

would be hard students to keep happy under any circumstances.

When asked to report on what they liked'least about their worst teacher

a wide variety of responses was obt#ained. Thirty-three percent reported they

disliked teachers who were irritable, mean, nasty or rejecting. Fifteen percent

resented poor teaching techniques. Eighteen percent felt the demands made were

unreasonable. Three percent complained that teachers were nosy or they did

not like their room. The picture here is similar to that described before.
ti

Most students were upset by adults who treat the rudely. A small percentage

just complained about minutia. There was also a noticeable percentage
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'(21%) who reported all teachers are good. This is the first instance where

we see a hesitancy of some students to constructively evaluate, criticize

or complain about their environment. This may be due to concern about confi-

dentiality (although this was discussed before each interview) or a sensemof.

overwhelming humility in the face of academic personnel who are frequently 41

Anglo and successful participants of the higher institutions. The answers

suggest that many students need teachers with much personal patiente ancl sensi-

tivity. Others need teachers who teach at a cautiouspace,-aware of students

who are struggling and some need teachers to encourage much development of ver-

1

:hal judgment and opinion formation on the part of the student.

The next questiOns focused on general and specific views of the dormitory

personnel and the students responded with less enthusiasm than wften they des-

cribed their teachers. Around 30% were described as nice or generally nice.

Forty-seven percent received descriptions which were qualified. These ranged

from mostly nice to 50-50 to mostly bad. Fifteen percent had strong criticism

including riosy,irritable, bossy, untrusting, too punitive and angry. The

students' ability to criticize the dormitory people more freely and frequently

may be due to significant personality differences between dormitory and aca-

demic personnel, or the greater degree of closeness between students and dorm

personnel due to the time they spend together or the social closeness between

the students and dorm personnel who are frequently of Indian heritage. The

complaints, although more vociferous, are still reflecting he students' feelings

that they found adults treated them in an authoritative, hostile fashion and

they resented this when it happened.

When the students were asked to describe the qualities of their favorite

dormitory person, the "humanitarian" theme dominated descriptions. Almost

90% of the descriptions included behaviors on the part of the dormitory person
-*

in which the student was treated like a friendly peer rather than a younger

/8
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and therefore incompetent person. They liked personal contacts, help with

personal problems, patience, someone who joked with them, kindness and some-

one who stretched regulations under special circumstances. Thirteen percent

evaded the answer,as they did when asked to describe their teacher -s' faults.

They reported all dorM people were the same. Only 2% were unable to come up

with any kind words fot any dorm person and felt they were all mean or awful.

When asked about Oeiqualities of the dorm people they disliked, 19%

evaded the questions saying all were the same or "I don't know." Another 14%

said nobody had bad qualities. Here we see again another reflection of the

tendency of soma students to avoid open evaluation of their superior even in

a situation when they are assured of confidentiality. Sixty-eight percent

complained about dorm personnel who were short-tempered, pushy, who punished

severely and frequently, who used physical punishment, who were untrusting and

at times ignored important student requests. This may be another reflection

Of the Indian students' resentment of what they interpret as supercilious and

overly authoritarian treatment.

Summary:

These general questions provide the foundation for understanding the mood

of the Indian students and the AIS atmosphere. In general, this seems to be

a heterogenous group of students. Most enjoyed the school and dorm and were

especially involved in learning social master; with their peers. They liked

their teachers and enjoyed close student-idult relationships and mature

treatment. They resented being ordered about or "talked down to" and usually

evaluated their teachers on the basis of their social skills rather than

their knowledge or teaching ability.

They were less pleased with the dormitory and dorm personnel but still

seemed to :accert the school life because of the social activities. Some were
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afraid to speak out and others complained no matter where they were. At this

point, it appears that individualized programs of reinforcement are appropriate

as the students differ greatly in where.they lie in the realm of maturity,

0o
1
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Student Questionnaire

I. General -Evaluation of the Albuquerque Indian School- 14;

1. Can you remember and describe how you 'felt about coming to this
schooll = 63)

Percent Response Responses

34.9 like to come to school
28.6 want to come to school
14.3 scared or confused
4.8- lonely or afraid

)4.8 don't want to come to school
3.1 don't like to come to schOol
3.1 sent by family
1.6 no comment

,4.8 felt nothing

2. What do you think of the school in general? (N = 62)

Percent Response Responses

35.0 good or likes
14-6 O.K. or alright
11.3 likes but qualifiFs`withldOrm
6.4 likes a lot-,great
6.4 don't 14ke
1.6 . hates
1.6 no 'comment or don't know

3. What are the good things about being a student here? (N * 60) (40 students,
with 20 giving 2 responses)

Percent Response Responses

31.4 activities in general
22.5 friends relatives-- socializing
17.6 school
11.3 dorm activities
8.8 getting away from home-- freedom
5.0

442..
nothing

1.2 drinking privileges
everything

4, What are the bad things about being a student here? (N = 76) (52 students
with 24- .giving 2 respohses)

Percent Response Responses

21.0 fights and' thefts, AWOL
184 dormitory life (regulation)
14.4 drunkenness
13.1 food ?

11.8 nothing

8 -1
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11.8 school

10.5 dorm personnel
3.9 leave regulations

5. What do yoU think of your teachers? (N = 46)

, Percent Response Responses

47.8 like them, nice
21.8 0.K-, alright

15.3. teach good
8.6- some nice

4-4 don't like
2.1 nothing, don't care

60. What do you Iike most Aboutiyout favorite teacher? (N = 38)

Percent Response Responses

44,7
2'6.3

5-2
f. 5.2

2.7

2.7'

2.7

2.7

nice, no explanation
teaches well, explains well
friendly
understanding, concerned
not much _homework, not strict
treats students well-kind-gives
extra,llelp

looks well - groomed

have control of class
interesting

What"don't you like about your,least favorite teacher? (N = 33)

Percent Response

21.2
18.2

15.2

6.0
3.0

3.0

Respo es

irritable, strict, mean -short tem-
pered, .,sty, yells

like al teachers or nonetbad
unreali tic demands
teaches ptiorly, expresses self
poorly

boring r repetitious
reject students
nosy, don't like room

8. What are the "people who work in the dorm like? (N = 61)

Percent Response Responses

)9.5
22.9

13.2
11.4

4

all nice, geneAally nice
50% nice, 50% bad - -or

most bad, some nice
most nice, some bad
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8. -2 nosy,irritable, hostile, bossy,
gossip

8.21 O.K., unless you disobey
3.2 not close enough-warm enough,

untrusting
1.7 all bad
1.7 punishment too frequent, too

strict

9. What do you like about the dorm peon you like best? (N = 62)

Percent Response Responses

22.6 help w /personal, problems or school
work, or job placement (under-
standing)

14.6 gives special privileges (stretches
regulations)

14.5 nice
14.5 kind, not bossy, or short-tempered
12.9 does favors-lend money or give ride

in car--gives tokens
12.9 all the same (both directions)
3,2 jokes or fools around
3\.2 talks to students a lot
1.6 ,all mean or awful

10. What don't you like about the dorm person you like least?

Percent Response Responses

z/

=59)

44.0 bad mood, easily gets mad, mean,
pushes students, cusses a lot

18.7 all the same or I don't -know
13.6 nobody

ir.

8.5' too fussy about chores ./)

5.0 pUnishes too much, too oftetio
severely

,-/5-0 uses physical punishment
3.4 doesn't listen, not trusting,

jumps to concluS,IOns, gossips
1.7 at times igno,re'S request (mail-

washing machines)
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Evaluation of token system. The second aec,ttua Bella wIth the atud atre

reactions to the token program. The questioris and respunse categories and

the percentage of students responding in each category appear at the end of

this section. Students were first asked how they found out about the program.

Fiftyeight percent reported learning about'it at a general meeting and 5%

reported a meeting with kin Blanchard. The rest of the answers varied includ-

ing learning about the program "at class," "talking to,a ftiend," "I read it

on 'the bulle iriboard," "I learned about it at a workshAp " and through

a meeting with the principal. There is therefore a group of 32% who apparently

learned of the system in very varied fashions. One would,hope that a more

controlled standardized indoctrination would be preferred. Perhaps a series

of meetings (not one) in the dorm coinciding with coordinated classroom

meetings would be the idea.. In this way, no student would be left to learn

1

randomly about the program from friends or from printed material alone. It

also might be beneficial to have regular talk sessions each month in which the

students provided feedback on the effective and ineffective aspects of the token

system.

The second question dealt with whether the student felt anyone had asked

him for his opinion about the program. Fifty-two percent responded that no

one asked for his opinion. The rest of the students varied in, responses. Some

reported that dormitory personnel, teacher or friends asked their reactions.

Sixteen percent said they filled in a formal questionnaite. Here again we see

that from the students' point of view their opinion was not sought in any egu-

lar or organized fashion. This may be important as the results obtained om

the first section of the questionnaire implies that the students are most cooper-

ative when their opinions are treated with respect and their feelings are per-

ceived by adults. Feedback from students should be sought and made public
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in future programs so that there will be a sense of participation and in-

vestment by each student in the prograni:

The next two questions sought out value judgments on the part of the

students as to which, goal of the program they felt was the most important and

which they felt was the least important. Thirty-three percent of the students

responding felt their dormitory work detail was the most important goal to be

reinforced. The rest of the students were divided into smaller groups who

felt that bedcheck, class attendance, not fighting nor getting drunk,and work-

ing at jobs were important goals. A small percentage felt homework and punc-

tuality were important. These answers give further clues into the values of

the Indian students. Apparently they are more interested in doing their own

job or task rather than following behavioral regulations. This reflects an

attitude which values a job accomplished rather than behavior for its own sake.

When we examine the reports of the least important tasks, there seems to

be a wide distribution of responses. However, a blending of responses suggests

that punctuality is a goal which the students do not value. About 58% criti-

cized the need for roll calls, being on time in general, and bedcheck as un-

important goals. This may reflect a clash of the values between the students
C.

and the administration in their different focus on the importance of time and

punctuality.

The'next two questions asked how the students got the-majority of their

tokens and what caused them to get the smallest number of their tokens. Forty-

eight 'percent of the students reported getting most of their tokens doing their

job detail and school work. Fourteen percent evaded the question saying that

they got about the same from everyone. Four percent reported getting tokens

for extra details. The question of why they got few tokens from some per-

sonnel evoked vague and inexplicit answers. The students seemed to know that

=
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at certain times or when around certain persons they got lewer tokens but

they were not able to determine what caused this.''

When asked ff the students felt they always got tokens when they de-

served them 51% said they did. Twenty-four percent said they did not but

were unable to explain why. There were a fewspecific complaints about in-

stances of unfair judgment, absent - minded personnel and the supply of tokens

running out.

Thus it can be seen that most students perceived thetokens as distribu-

ted fairly. Most got them for work at school or in the dorm. Most disliked

the focus on punctuality in the program. The students did not feel, in general,

that they helped design the program and most found out about the program in a

group meeting.

The next set of questions asked the student to judge the effectiveness

of the token system at the A1S. When asked whether the program was good or

not good for the school, 85% of those responding reported it was a good pro-

gram. Six percent felt it was both good and bad and 8 felt it was bad. The

responses to this question certainly present positive student endorsement

of the token system. However if we examine the "why" behind the students'

approval we see that only 13i felt it improved behavior or learning. The rest

of the students supported it because it gave them more money and privileges.

This lack of focus on the students' part on behavioral, consequences may have

reflected the results of no feedback to the students of the goals of the pro-

,gram and its.,efficiency. Perhaps if adults and students planned together on

what behaviors needed change and how to utilize the tokens and then followed

the behavioral results of the program each month, their view would be less

opportunistic and more behavior oriented.

When asked if they purchased-anything they really wanted, 53% replied
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yes. Twenty-nine percent said no but offered no explanation and 18% explained

that lack of the right merchandise, a shortage of items in the store and the

utilization of the tokens too quickly prevented them from getting what they

wanted.

The ninth question investigated the saving and spending habits of the

students. The responses suggested highly varied saving patterns among the

students. A few students saved for 2 or 3 months. Most saved for a week to

a month. Four-teen percent% ent their money right away and a small number coin=

plained about having tokens stolen. It appears that realistic planning for the

students' spending habits should 1)(1 based on it -ems which can be purchased with-

in a month's time. Items or privileges which take longer will only be availa-

ble to a small percentage (`7%) of students.

The students were asked if there were things they wanted but could not

purchase with the tokens, Thirty-six percent said no and the remainder were

divided among unsatiated desires for food, T.V.'s, more clothing, field trips,

stamps and vacation trips. These all seem to be feasible possibilities or

additions in a future token program. ItA.s interesting to note the importance,

of leisure and leisure activities in this List. Apparently the students liked

to plan their leisure and are willing to work for new leisure possibilities.

The next question asked whether the students felt dormitory or teaching'

personnel tried to control their use of the tokens. Only 17% said yes without,

giving any explanation. Thirty-eight percent said no. The rest of the res-

pondents said yes, they were controlled because the attendants got them to do

filings (work, not 'drink, get to class, etc.). This question was aimed at

discovering whether the students felt Manipulated by the token system. Appar-

ently they did not feel personally manipulated but they did realize they were

conforming in some areas because of ,the token reward.
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The next five questions were designed to determine how much the students

knew about the administration and planning of the token program. When asked

whose idea the program was, 78% students replied they did not know. Twenty-

one percentikhought Mr. Blanchard designed it and 2% thought it was the

attendants idea. These responses suggest a surprising ignorance on the origins

of this program which probably leaves room for more fancy than fact. It is

recommended that the source of future programs be stated clearly to the

students so they do not feel Mai vague administrative authorities are in-

directly controlling their education.

The confusion 'vas further evidenced when the students were asked why the

program'was started. Thirty-eight percent of those responding did not know.

Eighteen percent thought it was designed to increase students' possessions

and finances. Forty-four percent related it to student behavior but most of

these saw the goals as one specifiC behavior instead of a total approach.

The next two questions asked how the students thought the behaviors to

be changed were chosen and how the number of tokens for each behavior was

chosen. Over 50% did not know how these decisions were made. Again we see

that the students were not .clear on how decisions were made and this possibly

interfered with their ability to respect the goals and methods of the program.

When asked who decided what they were able to purchase with tokens, the

responses were mixed ranging from don't know, to dorm personnel, to Mr. Blanchard,

to token store personnel, the teachers, and the administrators. Some clear

messages are needed here.

Summarizing these responses we see that in general the students were

not clear as to why the program was begun, who designed it and how the goals

and rewards were established. Clearer feedback from the authorities is re-

commended.

The next two questions asked the student to hypothesize what would occur
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if they were disobedient in the dorm or classroom. The purpose of the question

was to see if the students reported standard -ized punishment or handling of

these problems. In the dormitory the students were asked to imagine what

would happen if they came in drunk. The replies included a Large percentage,

56%, who said that the dorm personnel would vary in their response depending

on the disruptiveness of the student. PAishment could range from being sent.

to their room to token penalties or to a more severe penalty of being sent to

the D-Home. The message seemed to be that drunkeness was a mild offense

compared to surliness and hostility on the part of the student and the latter

was more severely punished.

When asked what would happen if they disobediently spoke in class the

responses were greatly mixed. They included being sent to office, having a

grade lowered, a token penalty, getting yelled at, getting slapped or being

reported to dormitory. The compaiative responses on these two questions

suggest that the dormitory personnel were more consistent in their response

to the suggested crises, whereas teachers varied greatly from class to class.

Summary:

This section reviewed the students' reactions, evaluations and impres-

sions of thetoken program. In general we can see that students were not

clear about the origins or purpose of the program. They learned abOut it

from different sources and felt their opinion was not important in its

planning. They liked the program, especially receiving tokens for doing

work in the dorm or at school. They resented the administration's focus on

punctuality and were less appreciative of tokens received for this kind of

conforming behavior. They felt they got tokens when they deserved them and

liked the program for the school. They bought items they wanted and saved

up to a month-at timec for a special purchase. They would have liked to
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have had a broader range of activities, privileges and items available for

tokens. They found.dorm personnel more predictable in their handling of mis-

behavior than teachers and placed Little focus on the. use of tokens to handle

serious misbehavior.

Recommendations include providing the student with much more information

on the origin and planning of government sponsored programs. Student reac-

tions and feedback should be sought and incorporated into the `system and

organized channels should be provided forkgriping or recommendati A

much more extensive training program is. probably required to help the student

to understand the connection between the tokens and their behavior.

The tokens might also be used to purchase trips, privileges and activi-

ties according to the students' wishes. Also students might determine the

financial value to be placed on each behavior. Overall, student participation,

feedback, and training, are recommended.

0
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Student Questionnaire

II. ,Reactions to Token Program

1. How did you first find out about the token program? (N = 62)

*1G

Percent Response Responses

58.0 in dorm meeting (at assembly-
matrons)

12.9 in class at school
talking to friends

4.8 don't know
4.8 meeting - -Mr.- Blanchard

3.3 meeting -w /principal

3.3 work shop, home ec
1.6 bulletin boarg or meporandum

1.6 at store

2. Did anyone ask for your opinion on the program? (N = 61)

Percent Response Responses

51.6
16.1

13.2
4.9
3.3

3.3
3.3

3.3

no one
yes, filledl out questionnaire
yes, dorm p6ple
yes, in discussion
yes, teachers
only friends
Mr. Blanchard
I don't know or can't remember

3a. Which are the most important tasks for which you receive tokens? (N = 48)

Percent Response Responses

33.3 doing dorm detail
11.9 bedcheck
11.9 all

9.6 going to class
not fighting (behavior)

9.6 not getting drunk

7.1 working at job
4.7 punctuality
2.3 homework, classwork

3b. Which are the least important tasks for which you receive tokens?(N = 36)

Percent Response Responses

22.2 roll calls

19.4 being on time (bus)

16.6 bedcheck
'13.8 room clean or details

91
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8.4 getting drunk

5.6 extra details

5.6 AWOL
5.6 all unimportant

2.8 school attendance

4. Who gives the most tokens? Why? = 49)

Percent Response. Responses

24-4
23-9

14.2
14.2

, 10.2

8.1

4.0
4.0

doing job details
teachers & good school work (just
give more)

all same
no explanation given
dorms give more
being good
gives extra details
don't know

5. Who gives you the least tokens? Why? (N = 47)

Percent Response Responses
P

23.5 don't know, not clear

19.2 dorm people or person

17.0 9 I don't do required tSs.k

14.8 school people or person

, 10.6 all give the same or none

8.5 -Mban, doesn't get along

6.3 persdil to busy or forgets often
or- new personnel

6. Do you always get tokens-when you think you should get them? If not;

Percent Response Responses

,51.0 yes
;'24.4 .no, don't know why

8.1 sometimes

4.1 don't know
4.1 unfair judgment, I disagree
4.1 -person forgets

not clear Answer
2,1 person runs out of tokens

7. Do you think the token program is good for this school? Why/Why not?

(N = 48)

1::ercent Response Responses

58.3 good--get things we need

12.5 behavior is better, learning is

10.4

9 2

better
helps poorer students
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6.2 good andb-a-d-

4.2 wrong for school students inappro-
priate

2.1 good for superfici 1
2.1 makes student fee like guinea pig
2.1 wrong to pay for good behavior
2.1 helps students

Have you gotten anything you really wanted? (N = 45)

Percent Response Responses

53.3 yes'

28.9 no, no explanation
8. -9 no, use tokens fox other items
6.6 no, they don't have what I want
2.3 no, what I want is gone--sold

If so, did you save- for it? How long? (N = 42)

Percent Response

30.9
16.8
14.3

14.3
11.9
4.9.

2.3

2.3
2.3

Responses

up to a month
didn't want anything
up to a week
spent"right away, took tdo long
don't know or can't remember
up to two months
up to three months
money stolen
dot too ambitious, don't get enough

10. Is there any prifilege or thing you want a Tot but you can4t get
with tokens? (N = 42)

Percent Respons80 Responses

35.8 no

.14.3 food

11.9 T.V. or radio
11.9 - - clothes

11.9 field trip or movies
9.6 home trip or other vacation trip
2:3 stamps
2.3 money

11. Do you feel the teachers or dorm people try to control you using the
token economy? (N = 47 -)

Percent Response Responses

no
23.4. ^ yes, to get us to work
17.0 yes

II' 034
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6.4 yes, to make us behave
4,2 yes, to get us not to drink

or AWOL
2.2 sometimes
2.2 yes, to get us to roll call
2.2 yes, to get us to class

12. Whose idea was it to start this program? (N = 49)

Percent Response Responses

77.5 don't know
20.5 Blanchard

aides

13. Why did they start it? (N = 45)

Percent Response Responses

37.8 don't know, none
15.6 good to increase student

(activities., possessions)
_13.4 good for behavior, help student

(vague)

8.8 to make -us behave

6.7 -to control behavior /

6.7 to get us to6.7

4.4 to get us to go to -class

4.4. good to keep students out of
trouble

2.2 to help poor kids /

14. How did they pick the^behavior to earn tokeiis? (N = 44)

Percent Response

50,0 don't know
20.4 chose negative behaviors

9.1 chose iMpOrtant behaviors
6,8

/ chose job rewarding behaviors

4.5 , asked the dorm personnel for
recommendations

2.3 chose behaviors stressing
individual accomplishments

2.3 chose negative behaviors for
bad kids may

2.3 asked the students to decide
2.3 misunderstood question

Responses

15. ,how do you think they picked how many tokens for each behavior?
(N 48)

Percent Response Respohses

'52. 1 don't know
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20.8 misunderstood question
12,5 gave more tokens for bigger

problems or harder tasks
6.2 student council or body
2.1 dedided administration and then

listened
2.1 staff
2.1 had limited Supply and tan out
2.1 no comment

16. Who decided what you were able to get with the tokens? (N x 43)

*Percent Response Responses

32:6 don't know
16.3 dorm personnel
13.9 individual being rewarded
13.9 Mr..Blanchard
,91.4 students
6.9 " tokin store personnel .

4.6 superintendent--administrators
2.4 school personnel (teachers,'

principals)

117. What would happen if you came-iri-drunk to, the dormitory? (N = 48)

Percent-Response Responses

56.3 depends, can range frpm:going to
bed to D-Home and expulsion

10.4 D-Home and not token'
-10.4 no tokens 'for a week or shorter
8.4 restriction (with or,without

tokens) .-
6.3 don't know

A

4.2 sent to room or offide
2.0 nothing
2.0 write parents

18. What would happen if you disobeyed a teachers request to be quiet?

(N = 33)
Prrcent Response Responses

6.1

6,1
3.0

dent to office
'give lower grade-
no tokens
yell at you, hake away tokens'
depends on the sex, of the teach
- (talk or slap)

depends on the teacher
don't know or misunderstand
report matrons

9.5
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Students' estimates of change. In this section the results of a rating

scale on the behavioral goals of the study is.reported. Students were asked

to ratethemselves on the behaviors before and after the token system. There

were 5 choices for each item ranging from never (1 pt.)

(5 pts,). a scores before and,after on each item were

to all the time

-...ompared and a diff

erence score on each item for each subject was calculated.

in Table I. The most striking result in the data is

perceived no flange taking place' on the

of subjects perceived no change on the item #9, "getting

° listed

age of subjects who

at its highest,,98%

in troubl biecause

change on ?item 112,

The results are

the large percent

behavioral ft ems.

of sex", end at its lowest 62% of subi cts perceived no

"lateness43to class". Where change does take place,_it

seems to go in both directions suggesting that the students have not found the

program to be a large asset in improving their

most change were:

dorm

1. Lateness to class
2. missing class
3. missing bedcheck.
4. missing dorm meetings
5. misbehaving in class

behavior. The items with the

However the mixed directions of the scores suggest that only "missing

meetings" had a strongly higher percentage of subjects decreasing their

poor attendance than creasing poor attendance.

Least affected were:

the

I. getting in troublebecause of sex
'2. destroying property

3. talang.Others; property
4. Tr:eking belieVe you're sick
5. picked upby police.

There is clearly more fluctuation on the less serious problems than on

more serious problems from the students perceptions. it is possible that

the high variability on the less important items may relate to the students

lack of interest and concern with behaviors such as punctuality, and roll
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call. Here perhaps is the most marked clash between the values of students

and administration.

Also calculated were the mean and standard deviations of the students'

estimates regarding the current frequencies of each target behavior (Table II).

Their perceptions indicate they had the most frequent incidences of the

following problems:

1. lateness to class
2. missing class
3. missing dorm meeting
4. AWOL
5. missing bedcheck

10

It is obvious that 4 of the 5 items on the most frequent list are on--the

most variable list (most change). These problems are typical problems of

adolescents in a dormitory setting and may reflect the passive aggressive and

careless way students respond to general institutional rules. Perhaps these

problems more than others are in the realm of student awareness and control.

They may change more dramatically and appropriately if students choose them

as behavioral change goals and plan their own program.

Behaviors with least frequent incidence as perceived by the students were:

1. taking others p*roperties
2. sex trouble
3. picked up by police
4. destroying property
5. making believe you're sick

These are serious anti-social problems but the majority of the students did

not seem to feel they applied to them. The individualized responses on this

Table (II) give further support for more specialized token programs with

students choosing their own goal or goals and checking their own behavior each

month. If the students' perceptions are gorrect, it is a waste of tokens

and effort to concentrate on these more serious problems with the majority of

the students. Also recommended is double feedback wtith students assessing
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change in their own behavior each month and then comparing their estimates

of their change in behavior to that of dorm or teacher reports. This would

a

help students to learn to be more realistic abOut evaluating themselves.

Student recommendations for future programs. This section focused on

the specific recommendations which the students selected for future programs.

The first question asked the students who they would have help them plan

a hypothesized new token prograt. The students were divided in their approach

but 36% chose a blend between themselves and a more experienced adult. Twenty-

one percent said they would use all friends and students. Eleven percent

suggested the use of dormitory aides and 3% suggested their teachers. It

seems that the students have most confidence in their own skill combined with

an adult and the preferred adult seems to be a dormitory person. The student

council was also mentioned and may have some beneficial use in future plan-

ning. It seems there was little emphasis on the concept of democratic

planning (rather than bureaucratic planning) in the students' thinking. The

student council may provide future programs with a vehicle for getting at

student ideas and teaching the ground rules of democratic Prodecure at the

same time.

The next question asked what behaviorsfthe student's would pick to change

in their program. Here we see a large percentage (73%) chose the same list

as is now in use or itemmfrom the list. The additions are "no backtalk" and

more focus on good behavior. Thee responses reflect the fact that students

see the basic adjustment problems in ways which are similar to the administra-

tion. Allowing them to come up with some list may have much more meaning in

establishing their motivation.

The third question asked if they would use tokens or something other

than tokens. Again we see a basic support of the token plan as 68% chose

tokens. The other suggestions of awards, tickets, activities, and money may
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be employed as things to be purchased with their tokens. Perhaps students

might be allowed on an experimental basis to turn in hypothetically 10%

of their tokens for money at a low rate of exchange. It would be interesting

to see how they would handle such an option.

The fourth question directly focused on what 1-5 missing in the reward

aspect of the current program. Here we see a reiteration of question 10

of the Token Evaluation section. Students wanted freedom and social activity

in exchange for their tokens. This included trips, privileges, food (snacks),

T.V. and some suggested the availability of more expensive items like cars

or musical instruments. We still see 48% endorsed the current plan and re-

quested no change.

Finally students were asked to describe how they would like to see such

a program explained to the students. Sixty-five percent said that they would

use the same method.' Additions included more personal contact, a handbook,

f
a seeking of s-Ludent feedback and student efforts in planning and 2% suggested

showing the students the store as a motivator. All these suggestions have

merit and it seems that planning as careful as that whiI went into deciding

token values is needed to plan how the students enter and particiapte in this

program without instilling resentment and evasion.

Summary:

The student recommendation of this section suggests that they are

basically satisfied with the program and have a few ideas to add for improve-

ment. They asked to be able to participate in the planning and administration.

They wanted to work with the dorm personnel in doing so but placed a great

deal of value on their peers' reactions. They accepted the goals of the

program but there was a degree of disinterest evident in their responses.

Perhaps they have never considered a question of educational goals and
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agreeing, ith the establishment is the quickest way out. They approved of

tokens as rewards but wanted to be able to buy more with theme.: They were

especially enthused about being able to go to more activities and have

more freedom of movement. They again basically approved of the introduction

of the program to the students, but suggested a program supplemented by

booklets_ and feedback.

These are very impoitant questions and one wonders how the answers would

compare if students were encouraged to come up with consensual answers after

a one hour meeting and discussion. In many cases, there seems to be a lack

of interest and motivation_on the part of the students to conceptualize and

plan for themselves..

10.0
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Student Questionnaire

IV. Student Recommendations for Future Programs.

1. Who would you have help you plan your prograt (pretend you are in
charge of a new token program)? (N 61)

Percent Response Responses

36.0 combination or someone experi
enced

21.4 friends and students
11.4 dorm aides
9.8 don't know, misunderstand, or no

one
6.6 administrators'or school board
6.6 Mr. Blanchard or psychologist
3.3 student council
3.3 teachers
1.6 everyone

2. What behaviors do you think you'd pick? Why? (N = 56)

Percent Response Responses

51.8 selected beahviors from present
list

21.5_ same as now'
10.8 don't know
7.1 no backtalk or meanness
5.3 focus on good beahvior
3.5 not Clear

3. Would you use tokens or something else? (N = 59)

Percent Response Responses

67.8 tokens
18.6 money
3.4 -don't know

3.4 tokens and money
3.4 awards
1.7 tickets
1.7 activities

4. If you were using tokens, what kinds of things or privileges do you
think the tokens could purchase ? (N = 59)

Percent Response Responses

47.5 some-

16.9 add trips off campus (extra/

curricular)

1.0 1.
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6.8

6.8

6.8

-5.1
5.1
3.3

1.7

add -privileges

add food

exchange for money
some but add more
I don't know.
cars or T.V.
add musical instrument

5. How would you get the students to understand the program before it ,

began?

Percent Response Responses

65.4 some
10.3 mire individual effort
6.8 handbook and meeting
54 ?- I don't know
5...2 get feedback
3.5 let 'students help set up

f- - 1.8 more explanation
1.8 show students the store
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Discussion and Conclusions

A long and extensive questionnaire batteryy such as the one used to. inter-:

view students supplies the reader with a-"great deal of diffuse information.

The goal of this section is to seek out patterns and clusters of information

which will give us more insight intietudents' thinking and feelings. Then

If we succeed we can see how well the goals of a token program fit into the

psychological organization of the students at the school.

There is repeated evidence in the responses of the students that they are

not at the Indian School to complete a step or milestone on the way to a

"career" in the white middle class sense o?the word. Instead, they are at4

the school to experience life away from home, to learn to make new friends,

to learn their role as a youthful member of their respective tribes in rela-
.

tion'to other Indians and Anglos, and to experience the social and entertain-
,

ment benefits of living in a large city in contrast with a small rural environ-

ment. There is little future orientation in their thinking, and they instead

mark academic time at the school, while their social skills bloom and develop.

As a part of this attitude, which is analagous to a white child's percep-

tion of a summer-camp environment, authorities are seen as people who put

on the controls and are usually distant in terms of personal identification.

Personnel who take time to become involved or intimate with students earn a

special place in their lives. Irritable, punitive authorities are stereotyped

into the institutional roles as angry parents. When asked about their

pleasures and use of the tokens, we observed mainly social and oral concerns.

Hobbies and skills were not mentioned nor was there a seeking a specialized

knowledge for the future.

Overall this paints a rather bleak picture of the student_ who is more

concerned about his peers than his schooling; more interested in playing than
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learning; more involved in

94

rebelling against adult models than in imi

inappropriate behavior tthem, and moreP desirous of outer controls of

tat4ng

an in

developing inner controls. The bleakness arises because the school and its

traditions go in direct opposition to these qualities and expect the st

to be conscientious, future oriented, and well-controlled.

If we accept the goal of mature responsible behavior and positive

udents

concepts as a goal for the Indian student, we must ask how does the nice

program fit into the attainment of these goals. In general tokens reinf

k
specific behavior, not attitudes. They were applied across the board to

elf-

rce

all

students regardless of individual differences. They had no built-in metho

of focusing on special strengths or weaknesses of each individual student.

They-supplied the students with spending money which did allow some degree

choice, be it for specific purchases in terms of whether to save or spend.

d

of

They were handed out by the authorities, not'by the students, and the amount

and focal behaviors were established, according to the student's perceptions,

completely by the authorities. In other words, the token system is almost

a perfect reflection of the message that tells the studerit:

If

1. You cannot control yourself.'

2, We will list and remind you as a group of your control weaknesses,

3. We will establish rewards for all who do-not do things which reflect

lack of control.

4. We will determine how much and how often you will receive these

rewards.

5. We will also tell you where to spend the rewards, allowing some lee-

way and choiCe.

6. We will be able to measure the amount of control you have acquired

by the number of tokens you have or the merchandise you have purchased.
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014.v----- This series of_messages can, undoubtedly instill resentment of authority

arid'an attitude of opportunism in the students in relation to tokens. The

tokens become ways of getting goods and the rejection of tokens adds a new
_ e

,way of rebelling against institutional goals.

The picture is not as negative as it appears. The students ask in their

responses for more involvement in planning the program. They ask fdE more

decision-making on the use of the rewards. .They ask for more ,eau`alitatiarp

treatment by dormitory personnel and teachers. They askmfor moie Locue,on work

and accomplishment rather than on obedience for its own sake., They request

more feedback on how they are doing and information'on where decisions concern-

ing their lives are made.

In essenct it appears that the token program might have real potential in

helping these students to become more involved in their own education and in

controlling their behavioral'environment. Concepts like cooperation, group

* 4

decision- making, voting and electing of representatives, are all ideas which

encourage people to share views, modify their thinking, listen to others, aid

learn to voluntarily compromise when it is necessary. Students might be en-
,

couraged to utilize,such concepts to fashion future programs. Students. might

be quite resistant to taking on all this planning at first and the enormous

responsibility of policing theyselves and Wing feedback in a diplomatic way

to difficult students. However, it is recommended that this method be tried

even on a small level with a limited group of students to see if it has en-

couraging implications for future work. A small percentage of a dorm or a

mixed group might be selected to work out with professional guidance their

own token system with decisions on ,behavior, goals, rewards, and the use of

rewards to be left to them. Such a trial program might encourage strong

feelings of personal worth, competitiveness with other students on "good
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behavior" and might' give these student*s thedfirst positive experience in
I .

s.
.

.

shaping their own destiny. With an awareness that this is highl3/ a contro-

versialversial and unusual use of the to4n system as it now stands it is still

offered as a tentative and possibly benefical use of a system that seems to

.have little deep meaning to the,students at present.

Finally it is recommended that training become a much more complete

intensive, and long term project. The idea of giving a token for a behavior

seems simple at first but only a ,reat deal of experience can place the

appropriate emphasis on consistency and praise as necessary ingredients for

real Change. Students ( and perhaps staff ) might do well to focus on only

ote behaviorkat first and experience the complexity of consistent reinforce-
.

ment so that they can fully.understand how a token system operates.

The token system has great potential for helping these students mature

but a more student oriented planning, training and evaluation may be necess,-

ary to fully realize the benefits of the system.

100
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Appendix B

Table 1

0

s

Student Estimate of Change
During theiProgram

Behaviors Students Reporting Change
Number Percent.

Decrease -

liumber Percent'.

Increase_
Number Percent '

.

1. missing class 23 :36.5 6, 9.5 17 26.9
2. lateness to clais 24 38.1 10 15.8 14 22.2
3. ,,misbehaving. in -

class 17 '25.4 13 20.6 5 7.9
4. drinking alcohol 9 14.3 3 4.8 6 9.5
5. AWOL 15' 23.8 9' 14.3 6 9.5
6. missing bedcheck 20 31.7 11 17.5 9 14.3 ,

7. police pickups , 7 L 11.1 , . 5 7.9 2 3.2
8. destroying prop-7

erty 3 4.3 1 1.6 2' 3.2,
9. sex trouble tg, 1 1.6 . 0 ,..!--0.0 1 1.6

10. missing dorm
.meeting . 20 31.7 16 25.4 4 6.4

11. misbehaving in
dorms 9 '14.3 749 4 6.4

12 making believe . 0

you're sick 7 11.1, . 6 19.5 1 1.6
13. taXing other - .

people's . pruerty 4 6.3 4 6.4 0 0.0

Note.--N.= 63

Table 2

Student Report of Severity of Problem

Behavior

1. missing class
2. lateness to class
3. misbehaving in class
4. drinking alcohol
5. AWOL
6.' missing bedcheck
7. police pickups
8. destroyihg property.
9. sex trouble

10. missing dorm 'meeting
11. misbehaving in dorms
12. .making believe you're sick
13. taking other people's property

Note.--N= 63.
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S.D.

2.3 .95

2.4 1.2

1.5 1.2

1.8 .9

2.1
2.1 1.5
1.1 .3

1.2 .5

1.1 .4

2.2 1.1
1.9 1.1

1.3 .7

1.1. .5
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Name

99
Student Questionnaire

Age Sex Tribe
Grade

1. Can you remember and describe how you felt about coming to this school?

2. What do you think of the school in general?

3. What are the good things about being a student here? \

4. What are the bad things about being.a student here?

5. What do you think of your teachers?

6. Which teacher do yOu like best?

i7 That do you like about him or her?

'b.. What don't you like about him or her?

7. Which teacher do you like the least?

a. What don't you like about him or her?

b. What do,you like about him or her?

-8. What are the geople who work in the dorm like?

9. Which dorm person do you like best?

a. What kinds of things does that person do which you like?

b. Does he (she) do anything_you don't like? What?

14. Which dorm person is the worst?

a. What kinds of things does he(she) do that you don't like?

b. boes'he(she) do anything you do like? What?

1'

1.o
I

0



Student Questionnaire 100

11. How did you first find out about the token'program?

12. Who told you about it'-and when?

13. What did they tell you?

14. Did anyone ask for your opinion on the program?

15. Who are the people who give you tokens in the school? -- What foiq'

Names Behaviors

1.

2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

9.

10.

16. Who are the people who give yoUtokens in the dorm? And what for?

1.

2.-
3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Names Behaviors

Of these, which are the most important?
Of these, which are the least important?

17. Who gives you the most tokens?

Why?

18. Who gives'you the least tokens?

Why? 110



Student Questionnaire 101

19. Do you always get tokens when you think you should gaL them?

If not, how come=?

20. Do you think the token program is.good for this school?

Why? or why not?

21. What kinds of things have you gotten with your tokens?

22. Have you gotten anything you really wanted?

23. If so, did you save for it?

How long?

How many tokens?

If you haven't gotten-things you wanted, why haven't you?

24. Is there any privilege or thing you want a lot but you can't get with tokens?

Example: food
trips
T.V.

a recreation activity

25. Do you feel the teachers or dorm people try to control you using the
token economy?

Give an example

26. Whose idea was it to start this program?

27. Why did they start it?

28. How did they pick the behavior to earn tothns?

r.



Student Questionnaire 102

29. What behaviors did they pick?

a. Of these, which are the most important?

b. Of these, which are the least important?

30. How do you think they picked how many tokens for each behavior?

31. Who decided what you were able to get with the tokens?

32. Do ylu think this is a good program for this school?

33. What would happen if you came in drunk to the-dormitory?

34. What would happen if you disobeyed a teacher's request to be quiet?

Lets pretend you are in charge of a new token
program

35. Who would you have help you plan your program?

36. How would you decide on what behavior to try to change with tokens?

37. What behaviors do you think you'd pick? Why?

38. Would you use tokens or something else?

39. If you were using tokens, what kinds of things or privileges db you think

the tokens could purchase?

40. How would you get the students to understand the program before it began?

112



Student Questionnaire 103
41, These arc the behaviors the program was trying to change. Rate yourself on_'

them before and after the program.

t,

1. missing classes

2. lateness to class

3. misbehaving in class

4. doing well in school

5. drinking alcohol

6. leaving grounds without
permission

7. missing bedcheck

8. picked up by police

9. destrOying property

0. getting.in trouble because
of sex

1. missing dorm meeting

'

2. misbehaving in dorms or on
trips

3. making believe your're sick

4. taking other peoples' property

Before After
All All

Some the Some the

Never Seldom times Often Time Never Seldom times Often Time

1 2 3 4 5 1 2

1 2 3 4 5 1 2

1 2 4 5 1 2

1 2 3 4 5 1 2

1 2 3 - 4 5 1 2

1 2 3 4 5 1 2

1 2 3 4 5 1 2

1 2 3 4 5 1 2

1 2 3 5 1 2

1 2 3 4 5 1 2

1 2 3 4 5 1 2

1 2 3 4 5 1 2

1 2 3 4 5 1 2

1 2 3 4 5 1 2

3 4

3 4 5

3 4

3 4 5

3 . 4 5

3

3

3

5

4 5

3 4

3 4

5

3 4 5

3 4

3 4.
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Assessment of Staff Attitudes and Perceptions

The following section will be devoted to a consideration of possible

relationships between conceptual systems theory, as posited by Harvey, Hunt

and Schroeder (1961), and some of the findings of the evaluation team using

the Teacher Inter -views as a source of data.

The most striking finding that emerges when one examines the data

gathered with the "This I Believe" instrument, which is an open-ended

instrument devised by 0. J. Harvey and his colleagues (Harvey, Hunt and

SOroeder, 1961) to ascertain the conceptual system orientations of respond-

ents, is the overwhelming preponderance of System 1 among the staff at the

school. This finding came as no surprise, since numerous studies involving

conceptual system orientations among educators at various levels had found

`System 1 orientations much more prevalent than other systems (Moellenberg
fi

and Williams, 1969; LeMar, 1968; Wangler, 1969; Moellenberg, 1971). -However,

,one of these studies found the extent of System 1 dominance uncovered in

this study, in that proportions ranged from 40 to 60% System 1 in the pre-
.

vious studies, whilein this instance only four representatives of other

syste6s were found among the 50 staff members who gave usable responses (92%).

-Among the teaching staff, there were 10 instances of pure System 1 orienta-

tion, one Admixture of Systems 1 and 4, one admixture of Systems 3 and 1,

one clear example of System E3 and no representatives of System 2 or System 4.

An even more pronounced predominance of System 1 was found among the dormi-

tory staff, where there weres22 clear examples of System 1, three admixtures
r420"*".

of Systems l'and 3, two admixtures,of Systems 1 and 4,-one admixture of sys-

104
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tems 2 and 3, one clear example of System 3, and no instances of System 4.

The reader who is unfamiliar with the tenets of conceptual systems

theory may wish to refer to the 1961 book (Harvey, Hunt and Schroeder, op.

cit.) or some of the numerous studies conducted by these men and their

students. Clear descriptions of the characteristics posited for the four

systems can be found in these sources, and a good understanding of these

characteristics would be of value in the discussions that follow. Very

briefly, however, System 1 is defined as one involving concreteness, authori-

tarianism, dogmatism, rigidity, and a conservative attitude with regard to

change. System 2 is characterized by rebellion against the authority upon

-which System 1 individuals rely, together with a strong desire for change

and slightly less concreteness than System 1.- System 3 falls toward the

abstract end of the concrete-abstract continuum, and individuals functioning

4
with this system are oriented toward close interpersonal relationships.

They wish to avoid conflict, and are quite willing to follow the directions

of one in authority. They also are much less rigid and dogmatic than indi-

viduals in System 1 or System 2. Finally, System 4 individuals are the most
4

abstract of the representatives of any of the four systems. They are -able

to analyze complex issues for themselves and ar-riv at decisions without

depending upon or rebelling against the directiorfs of those in Authority.

They are flexible and open to change, which enables them to admit new evi-

dence and modify their behaviors accordingly.

Keeping in mind these characteristics, and others not revealed in these

very brief descriptions, certain observations of the evaluation team can be

explained very readily. Specifically, the suspicion, resentment, and even

hostility felt by those conducting interviews could have been predicted on

the basis of the particular combination of circumstances and staff charac-

lie
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texistics that exist at. the school.

Staff members at AIS face an exceedingly difficult task. They bear the

responsibility, 24 hours every day, for controlling the behavior of several

hundred rebellious young students who are made especially difficult to

manage bdcause of the tremendous adjustments that must be made in coming

from the reservation to a residential school in a large city. To complicate

the task still more, the past two or three years have seen an increasing per-

centage of these young people who are sent to the school because of family

difficulties, academic problems, social maladjustments, and other similar

handicaps. In short, controlling and educating these young people could be

an exceedingly difficult task -for anyone under the very best of circumstances..

Unfortunately, the circumstances during the past few years haveibeen far

from ideal. The staff has received very little special iieparationfor dealing

with large numbers of disturbed youngsters experiencing culture sho6c. Further,

numerous studies and experiments have been conducted in the effort tio find

new ways of coping with these problems, and these attempts have beev_per:

,

ceived as adding to the burdens of the staff withtut providing the kcind of

clear-cut solutions they desire. In fact, some members of the staff, per-

.

ceiving the changes that have appeared in the studepts and not fully under-

standing the causes, lay part of the blame on the theories and experiments that

have been tried.

It certainly is not surprising, then, that a staff cogiaga- primarily of

System One 1..diyiduals would show some resentment toward yet another group of

researchers evaluating an experimental effort. Being somewhat predisposed

'N\
toward resistance to change by basic orientation, and feeling the threat of

rapid change not only in the nature of their task but also in the method of

accomplishing that task, it is quite understandable that they would react

negatively.

0-
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Conceptual systems and semantic differential. In analyzing the responses

made by the staff, it was a matter of some interest to determine whether

there was a relationship between conceptual system orientation and other

variables. In particular, possible relationships between system orientation

and attitudes'toward the referents presented in the Semantic Differential

were checked.

One such relationship that might be suspected would be a tendency for

System 1 and System 2 respondents to reveal stronger feelings about such

matters as "Praise," "Punishment," "Adult Control," "Token Economy," and
J

other referents presented in the Semantic Differential. In view of their

presumed tendency toward dogmatism and strongly-held beliefs, System 1 and

System 2 respondents might be expected to choose extremes on the scales more

frequently than representatives of Systems 3 and 4.

In view of the overwhelming preponderance of System 1 respondents and

the lack of representatives of other systeiSitit was necessary to modify '

the testing of the hypothesis. Therefole, clear examples of System 1 and

admixtures involving System 2 were treated as one group, while admixtures of

Systems 1 and 3 o? Systems land 4 were treated as the other group. A chi-

sqqare analysis was conducted to ascertain whether there was a significant

difference between these two groups in terms of the number of strong posi-

tions chosen on the emantic Differential scales. Results are presented in

Table 1,

The results shown in the above table seem to indicate that conceptual

system orientation is indeed related to the Strength of beliefs held about

the referent words in the Semantic Differential, which in turn are relevafit.

oto the Token Economy experiment.
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Semantic dif rtntial. In order to ascertain the feelings of members

of the AIS staff toward tile Token Economy experiment, a Semantic Differ-
.

ential (Appendix C) cootaining_the following referents was employed-: (1)

Adult Control; (2)* Material Reward; (3) Praise; (4) Punishment; (5)

DWipline; (6) Token Economy; (7 -) Authority. Respondents were asked

to rate each of these referents' on-eight scales designed to measure the

Evaluative dimension. Additionally, three referents, "Token Economy,"

"Praise," and "Punishment" were presented a-second time with four scales

to measure the Potency dimension.

In order to ascertain the relative popularity of the various referents,

numbers Irom 1 through 7 were assigned to the responses, with high numbers

assigned to favorable responses and low numbers to unfavorable responses.

By this method, a total sere could be computed for each individual on

each referent. Also, it was possible to compute the mean rating for each

referent, so that the general feeling of the group about each referent could

be' ascertained.

In descedding order, the staff ranked the referents as follows:

1. Praise (X = 6.02)

2. Material Reward (X = 5.48)

3. Adult Control (X = 5.22)

4. Discipline (11C- s 5.08)

5. Authority (iT = 4.96)

6, Token Economy (X =,4.65)

7. Punishment 'w3.92)

Among the second group, the ranking was the following:

1. Praise (X = 4.70)
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- 2. Punishment (X = 3.80)

3. Token Economy = 3.78)^

It should benoted at this point that such a procedure provides only

a rough indicator of the interaction of two complex factors, in-that the

two dimensions tapped by the Semantic Differential are quite distinct.

A referent like "Punishment," for example, ranks higher on the Potency dimen-

sion than on the Evaluative dimension, while the order is inverted for a

referent like "Praise." However, since the mean takes all dimensions into

account, and since both administrations produced very comparable rankings-

of key referents using different scales, it seems reasonable to assume that

a ranking by mean score has some validity as a way of reflecting the general

,

feelings of,respondents about the relative merits of the referents presented.

Additional complexity is added to the problems in interpretation by the

additional factors of social desirability and response tendency. Some

individuals may have felt constrained to respond in certain ways because of

presumed associations between the research team and the AIS administration,

in spite of repeated assurances, to the contrary by the evaluation team. Some

may have been influenced in their responses by the general sense of frustra-

.tion, noted earlier, that seems to have developed because of the increasing

difficulty of their task. Some individuals clearly tended to choose extreme

responses on the scales, while others tended toward more neutral responses.

Once again, however, the use of means and a relative ranking procedure helps

to provide some basis for discussion; even though it would be dangerous to

assume complete validity,of any s6ores,as absolute values.

With all of these cautions, it seems safe to say that the Token Economy

system has enjoyed only limited acceptance,by the AIS staff. To be sure, the

mean response to the term is on the positive side of neutral, and it seems
- , ,,, .

quite possible that the majority of feelings on the part of the staff are
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actually more favorable than unfavorable. However, the fact that the term

Token Economy," ranked sixth among the seven presented in the first round,

and third among the three in the second round, indicates something much

less than enthusiastic reception.

There appear- to be many reasons for the lack of enthusiastic support

for this program, some of which have already received mention in preceding

discussions. A sense of discouragement at the enormity of the task, resent

ment toward another new idea that fails to provide clearcut solutions,

doubts about the rightness of a system that some regard as "bribery," lack

of special training and resultant inability to use the system effectively,

and many other factors as yet unknown are undoubtedly at work. Whatever the

cause, however, it is cler, that litany of the staff are not in a position to

provide positive suppprt for the program.

On the other hand, one must not fall into the error of thinking that
-A

there is any overwhelming feeling among the staff that the idea shpuld be,

abandoned. When asked how they felt about the program at the beginning, and

in a second question, how they feel about it now, the staff was almost.

evenly split in their feelings. These,data, broken down into, teaching staff
vc)

and dormitory staff) are presented in Appendix C.

Examination of these results indicates some trends in the data that

reflect On the discussion at hand, They seem to indicate that teachers were

more extreme in their initial feelings abotit the-Token Economy than were

members of the dormitOry staff, but that shifts from neutral to negative

positions by six members of thedorm staff make the two groups very comparable

in present opinions. _Also, the data indicate than,younger members of both

staffs tended to be more positive in their initial reactirons to the project

than were persons 51 or older, and that the younger roup also showed more

12
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,positive shjits (or fewer _negative shifts) in opinion than did olderrespond-
--,_

Females were significantly more negative than males in their initial

reactions,/ "With'no 0.0icant differences between the two groups in terms of
,/

,

changes in feeling after experience with the system.

#

StaffiMeMbers with five or fewer years of service with AIS were signifi-
,

cantlymore likely to have positive feelings about the project than were those

with six or more years and also tended to keTain more positive.
cl ...

..., , , , ,-

Staff members witt a college degree were more positive about the project
P"

th4n those with less ,Oucation, while there were no significantdifferences

between those two groups in tie opinion changes thatotook place after exposure
. -.

to the projeCt.
a

,
f

These findings should be kept, In mind through all of the following
-.' .

4.
.

.,

-,,,
.

%..

dfsCussions., since the patterns they show may help to explain staff attitides

.-'

'c...,. i .

toward various aspects of the Token Economy progra4 k

.>

Teachet InterviewPart-I ..

.
.

, .
IteItem 1 on the Teacher Interview Questionnaire was the d odirect estion,

%.

. .

. ..
"What is the role of-this school?" A's might be exp&tted, the most populfr

, .1
t,..

single response` to that question was the equafl direct afiswer "Education.,

Twenty ihe 50 persons who responded to the question responded in that way.

The remaining 30 individuals either elaborated,and presented additional

. .

,views of what-the school;should do, _or denied that educati9n was the rear
s.

E --

purpose. Jiaeven of the 30 individuals, cOatituting the second,largest
k

.

single group, expanded the education idea to include the role of socialize-
,

tion agent. Four others said that.it was for the purpose of education and

vocational) training, while seven said it was a combination of education and
#

the provision of special help for the student. Four respondents were.con7
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cerned about the idea of teaching values and pride in the Indialheritage

of the students, and the last group of four individuals took the rather

pessimistic view that the school had no real goals and that the many problems

A and "problem kids" precluded an effective educational process.

The pattern of responses found with this item includes no major,surprises.

It appears to parallel the pattern one might have expected from any group of

experienced, teachers in almost any school with the possible exception of the

eight individuals who talked about aspects other than the educational function.

One might .be somewhot surprised at the large number of respondents who viewed

education as the siftgle role of the school, but perhaps this can be explained

on the basis of their possible perception that the question asked for the primary

role.

Item 2 contained the request _that the respondent describe the student

body in reference to a number of areas, the first of which was the background

from which the studenta came. There was considerable diversity among the

respondents in terms of the kind of background information that they consid-

.;ered most relevaqt. Eleven of the staff members focused their responses on

a discussion of the tribal area frqm which their students came, while 21 of

t
.

them were concerned with what they classified as "the pOor home situation" ,

of many students. It would have bpn-intereyting to know whether this evalu-

'?

ation yas related to a specific cultural bias, 'or whether it is really an

0 A,

objective analysis of the teacORhers relat ng to conditions that everyone could

agree wouldJbe detrimental to the studen The evaluation of the respoitses
. "4

provides little evidence about this question, with the, exception of references

. . .

to poverty and lack of various material comfOrts. Also, some teachers

explained that the home situations were not conducive to academic achievement

on the part of their students, which would provide some additional insight
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into the basis for their evaluation.

Six individuals were concerned with the idea' that many of the students

were "problem children" who were sent to the school for management and therapy

purposes, while three additional respondents indicated that the students were

generally academically poor. Eight others felt that many students came from

a "poor social background," but three others said that the students were not

extremely underprivileged. Finally, two of the staff members perceived the

pupiEg- as "helpful, friendly, and eager." Two of those questioned said they

did not know-about the background of the students.

IX is interesting that such a wide spectrum of perceptions could be

gained about the backgrounds of the single student body. Of course, part of

the difference would undoubtedly lie in the fact that different staff members

have contact with different children, but-it also seems evident other factors .

were at work influencing the perceptions. Granted that lack of economic

- prosperity, serious academic problems, and difficulty in social adjustment

characterized many of the children, it is still interesting to find that home

situations dr social backgrounds would be characterized as "poor." At the

very least, such value judgments would ordinarily be qualified by further

explanations of the cultural standpoint from which the evaluation was made,

especially in view of the enormous cultural transitions with which the youths

are faced. It would appear that'the majority of the staff are not particularly

,sensitive about the debate that has surrounded the whole issue. of assimilation.

into the majority cultu-ie versus maintenance of the traditional cultural
fi

patterns.

Last, but not least, one should note that some individuals viewed these

ff

students as "problem children," while others felt that the students could be

characterized as "helpful, friendly, and eager." Again, it is impossible to
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tell whether this was due primarily to theii exposure to different groups of

children or to individual differences in the way they perceived the same

children, but it indicates beautifully the wide range of viewpoints that

develop even at a single resident school.

In answer to a,question about the trends of the background skills of

these students, by far the most frequently mentioned were such matters as

their art work crafts, and handwork. Next on the list were their-Home

Economics, industrial arts and mechanical skills, which were mentioned by

six people in comparison with 31 persons who noted the first category. Three

,persons noted again in this context that students were academically poor,

while three others mentioned their sports and recreation, together with their

ability to deal with animals. Finally, nine respondents felt that the

students had no skills or very weak skills, and that they did not use their

potential abilities.

These responses reflect once again the extreme difficulty encountered

in separating objective realities from preconceived notions. Certainly, many

students would be skilled in the art works, crafts, and handwork through

which many tribes supplement their livelihood. However, in view of the

influence of stereotypes, one might wonder whether such characteristics would

be sufficiently outstanding to create such an overwhelming impression on the

staff. It seems much more likely that this response indicates a definite

interaction between the notions of the observers, influenced by stereotypes

and the objective characteristics exhibited by the students.

Defects mentioned by the staff in the backgrounds of the students ranged

from difficulties in the communication arts to such matters as social malad-

justment, physical defects; discipline problems, poor packgrounds, unusual

behavior, lack of motivation, and lack of opportunity. The most frequently
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noted were the difficulties in the communication arts and the bad discipline

problems. Three staff members, on the other hand, said they did not know of

any defects, or that the students had none.

The pattern found here supports earlier obserVations that staff members

tend to note things that make their particular tasks more difficult. The

difficulties they encountered in teaching the students because of problems

in the communication arts, together with the very natural tendency to focus

on bad discipline problems and lack of motivation, would surely support that

kind of view. Little more needs to_he_saidaboutthis siu on, except

to note that there is objective support for the views of the staff in these -

patternS.

The interests of the students were viewed.-by the staff as falling

primarily in the areas of arts and crafts, social life, entertainment, voca

tional work, and school work. The most popular choice among these categories

was the entertainment area, including sports, recreation, music, television,

etc., which Was chosen 24 times as compared with the next largest category,

arts and crafts, which was chosen 10 times. Nine individuals said that the

students had no interests, or at least that they were not developed, anda

very few indicated that their interests werettnstinctual" or that the students

were interested in being "being Americanized." Only six chose the category

f vocational work and school as important interests of the students.

Once agai , the pattern is not especially surprising in terms of the

entertainment, social. life, or arts and crafts categories, since these might

be supported by both preconceived notions and objective realities. It is
V

somewhat surprising that nine staff membefs would see the students as having

no Interests, since the normal enthusiasms of youth would usually reveal

at least transient interest in a variety of things. The "instinctual"
V
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interests category included such matters as,sex, food, and other similar

items, so undoubtedly some students display interest in these areas.

When asked about the goals of their students, the staff tended to be

rather pessimiStic. Seventeen of them said that the students intended to-

finish high school, and that some would go higher, but 18 indicated that the
f

students have few goals or that their goals are so vague as to be nonfunctional.

Eight persons felt that their students had a goal of a career or trade, while

'11 thought student goals were in the areas of making a living, a home, and a

marriage. Only two thought the goal of the students was to go back home,

while one thought they wanted to "get something free from the government."

The total impact gained from the responses to Item 2 .of the questionnaire

is somewhat bleak. It is evident that a great many members of the staff

view their students as disinterested, unmotivated, unskilled, and generally

lacking in clear-cut goals. Once again, one must note that there As object-

ive evidence to support some of these contentions, but the real crux of the

question lie; in the areas of cause and effect. One must ask whether such

characteristics are truly embedded in the students when they arrive at the

school, or whether the expectations of the staff members help to'instill such

characteristics. There is no question that circumstances quite outside the

control of the staff members contribute greatly to the development of

undesirable characteristics among the students that would militate against

easy adjustment of the students to the school. The only question is

whether more favorable attitudes on the part of staff members would help to

Jesse% the impact of these negative influences. It would appear that some

effort might be directed toward finding out whether this could be the case.

Item 3 approached the same sorts of questions as Item 2, except from a

slightly different point of view. Staff members were asked to list the'learning
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assets, learning deficits, or other learning characteristics of the group of

students. On the question of learning assets, the most frequent response

was again the arts and crafts skills that staffillembers thought they noted

among the students. Twenty-one persons answered in that vein. However,

14 persons could not answer or did not know of any special learning assets.

Eleven others listed motivation, imagination, and capability as learning

assets that could be found among the student body, while the others mentioned

bilingualism of their students and the rich cultural backgrounds from which

they came. A few others listed such things as sports or social graces,

together with such things as academic skills, a§ important contributors, but

this question seems to be difficult for a number of staff members.

In the area of learning deficits, there was considerably more agreement.

Twenty-eight persons specified academic deficits, especially in areas of

English and other communication arts. Lack of motivation and attention
/

.was specified by 14 other persons, while background deficits were listed by

nine more. Eight said they did not know of any specific learning deficits and

two said that the morale of the staff was a problem.

When asked to list other problems not specified by the interviewers,

most of the respondents'could not venture specific suggestions, with the

result that 37 gave no response. Among those who did respond, two or three

votes were given to matters like lack of parental cooperation, too many

extra-curricula activities, and the general deterioration in student behavior

that some staff members thought they had noted in recent years.

Conclusions about the responses to this item would be very similar to

those drawn on the basis of the preceding item. Considerable discouragement

was revealed in the responses of some staff members, but it was not possible

to ascertain whether this is due primarily to objective reality or to perceptions.
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Item 4 attempted to tap directly into teacher perception of their pro-

blems at the Albuquerque Indian School. In response to the direct question,

16 teachers indicated the childrens' behavioral patterns were the source of

'their most difficult problems. Six others said they had no problems, while

eight additional persons were troubled by lack of communication. Amother

eight persons said that the diversity of background among their students

was troublesome and ten said they had problems with the administration.

One person had social problems in the school, seven others gave no response

at all to the item, three said they were troubled by trying to hlep the

students learn, and two said there was not enough discipline.

The pattern formed by these responses would certainly conform to expecta-

tions. Once again, there is evidence that behavioral problems and discipline

loom large in the eyes of staff members. As in any institution, this results

in a certain amount of friction with the administration, since staff members

are likely to expect more help with such problems than they are able to

obtain. The lack of communication that,has been mentioned previously in

connection with student deficits arose again as a source of teacher distress.

About the only real surprise, in the light of all the previous discussion

of problems and trials, would be the fact that six persons said they had no

special problem as teachers at the'Albuquerque Indian School.

Closely paralleling Item 4 was Item 5, which, asked for some indication

of the unique rewards for a teacher at the AIS. In response to this question,

33 persons indicated that personal satisfaction achieved through teaching and

helping were the unique rewards they had experienced. Nine persons indicated,

rather dejectedly, that there were no rewards obtainable from working in

the school, while three others said rewards were limited to the financial

area. Two persons were rewarded by the sense of helping their own tribe
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and-five others were unable to give a response to that item.

Since the socially desirable response is rather evident here, it is

difficult to ascertain the extent to which this item tapped the true feelings

off the staff.-, However, in spite of the frustrations and difficulties, it

is clear that enormous opportunities for personal satisfaction should be

available at the Albuquerque Indian School. Therefore, it seems only

reasonable to take the responses at face value and assume that _the staff

gains great satisfaction from what they are able to accomplish in spite of

the difficulties. Probably the most troublesome aspect of the situation is

the fact that nine individuals felt there were no real rewards in their work.

While still a distinct minority, that group is sufficiently large to call

for some careful attention in terms of staff morale. Responses to this item

would then clearly support previous conclusions that additional work with

the staff is needed, possible including some additional incentives along

with additional specific training.

item 6 explored the feelings of the staff in terms of perceived distance

from others with whom they would work. First, staff membei:s were asked to

indicate whether they felt closest, in terms of interests and goals, to

colleagues, administrators, consultants, students, or parents. Then, with.

regard to the same groups, they were asked to indicate from whom they felt

furthest.

Results from the first question indicated a near tie between colleagues

and studentS. Twenty-two individuals felt closest to their colleagues, while

twenty -one felt closest to their students. Only five felt closest to.the

parents, while three felt closest to the administrators and one felt closest

to the consultants.

The group from whom the staff felt farthest removed were the administra-
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tors, who were chosen for that role by twenty respondents. Parents came

second with 16 votes, while consultants were third with ten, colleagues were

fourth with four and only one Individual felt far removed from students.

These results are interesting, but disturbing. There is no surprise

or distress in the fact that the staff members felt closest to their colleagues

and students. That would be a natural and healthy situation in any school, if

for no other reason than the amount and kind of contact that occurs. HOwever,

it is not encouraging when staff members indicate.that they feel farther

from administrators and parents than from outside consultants. In the light

of other evidence already evaluated, this indicates beyond any question the

serious need for extensive public relations work to build better communication

between administrators and staff members. It also provides clear evidence

that work is needed to build closer relationships between parents and staff

members. Such work has already been attempted, but apparently with no great

success. Perhaps additional funds should be directed toward these areas in
(1,

the attempt to build better relationships.

Teacher Interview--Part II

Part II of the Teacher Interview was designed to get at specific aspects

of the Token Economy Project, in contrast to Part I which dealt with background

information about the entire school.

Item 1, which related directly to the Token Economy Program, asked about

the manner in which staff members first learned about the project. Staff

members were asked who informed them, along with when and where they were told.

It was evident from the responses that. some internal problems may have

been exacerbated by lack of opportunity for adequate public relations work
71'

to prepard the staff for the project. The largest single group (25)'first

learned about the. project at the workshops that were held to provide infer-
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mation and training for the project. There were 13 others who said they

heard about it from Mr. Blanchard, and the remaining 12 persons named a

wide variety of sources ranging from newspapers to colleagues. It was clear

that some who obtained theirsinformatiOn indirectly. ,seemed rather bitter

about that fact.

The time when staff members learned what was going on also seemed quite

variable. Most (37) found out in the Summer of 1970, but a few had some

knowledge already in the Spring of that year while others were not aware

until Fall.

In vietkof the, variability in mode and time, It was not surprising that

the place els.° varied. The largest single group (21) identified AIS as

the place where they heard the news, but 20 others placed the location at

the Albu uerque Academy. One was told in Santa Fe, two in Flagstaff, one

by newspaper, and five could not recall.

The kind of generalization that would seem supportable on the basis of

data from this item would be that greater uniformity in time and mode of

informing staff would have been better in terms of staff morale. This should

not be regarded as a criticism of the pioject directors, since the problem

was caused in large part by. the fact that final approval of specific plans

was delayed. However, it is clear that the second year of the project could

benefit greatly from greater uniformity and systemization of the process

through which staff members are apprised of future plans. Needless to say;

staff involvemeq in the planrang process, when appropriate, would also be

of great benefit in this regard.

Item 2 dealt directly with the point just made, in that interviewees .

were asked directly what part they had in setting up the program. As

expected from previous responses, the majority (33) said they had no part.
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Three others said they dedided what behavior to reward and when, four said

they set up their oWflysystem contracts, three said they helped to plan

goals, four were consulted about the program, one simply agreed, and two

helped to decide the worth of tokens.

Again, background information is essential in order to evaluate the

meaning of such responses. Obviously, the timing problems already discussed

also precluded theinvolvement of many staff members$ since they were not

available for consultation when final planning was accomplished. Also, the

specialized knowledge necessary for the planning task and the tight time

schedules militated against committee-type planning in this project. However,

.since time and basic familiarity are now greater than last year, it seems

that some form of task-force orientation for dealing with special problems

might help to increase the sense of involvement that is so vital to the

success of the project.

The training given for the program was the focus of Item 3. The evalua-

tion team was interested,in learning who had been involved in the process and

how staff members perceived their training.

It was clear from the responses obtained that uniformity had not been

achieved in this phase of the operation either, since 18 respondents said

that no one had trained them, 13 identified Mr. Blanchard, one mentioned Mr.

Adams, seven said they had been trained by,SWCEL, three by their supervisors,

one by Mr. Reedy; two said they did not remembefland eight gave no response.

A caution is again in order, in that some of the diversity is a function of

differences iri staff assignments and backgrounds., However, the fact that

such a lace number would indicate that they had received no special training

for this project is troubling. Very few had any previous training or

experience in the,prind ples of systematic behavior modification, so a: lack
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attempting 'to implethent the Token Ecpnomy.

Evaluations by staff members of their training reflected this situation,

in that 31 of them saitheir training was bad or non-existent. On the

other hand, 12 found the training/good or very good, and seven failed to

respond. Such a pattern clearly supp-Orts the suppositions of the,preceding

paragraph, although it should be noted thatA.2 individuals were decided

exceptions to the general rule.

When asked if they could tell why the training was inadequate,, most

staff members criticized amount rather than quality. Fourteen repeated

again that they had received none, while 18 others said it had been too

short. Only one blamed a negative attitude on the part,of the person pro-

viding training, while seven thought it was disorganized and confused. Two

blamed lack of competence among trainees for the problem, and two others

felt that lack,of consultation with the staff was at fault.

The total picture that emerges from Item 3 is quite clear, and again

supports many of the earlier conclusions. Lack of sYAtemization n the

training phase, undoubtedly_ related to the same lack of time for planning

and preparation mentioned previously, seemed to exertnegative influence on

the perceptions of staff members, and very probably also .reduced their

effectiveness in behavior mpdificatiop. A well-organized training phase

would certainly seem appropriate at-this time in order to maximize the

effectiveness of the staff for'next year.

Data from /1,4w. Cwhich asked hoW the respondent felt about the prokram

originally, and Item 5 which asked flow the respondent felt about the program

6 .(

now, were discussed,...in the preceding section. Referring to the data in Appendix

C, Tables 2 and 3, it is obvious that great differences of opinion existed
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among the staff in_ terms of their feelings toward the Token Economy prpgram.

Summarizing the results one can see that 23 members of the staff had positive

feelings, 11 were _neutral, and 15 felt negative at the beginnilig of the

experiment. At present, on the',6ther hand, 20 feel poative, eight are neutral,

and 21 feel negative.

With such diversity of feeiint, along with other problems fdced by the

project it is not surprising that responses to almost.all items related-to

staff perceptions show lack of-cpncensus.

The- obvious implicatial'of such findihgs, of.cOurse, is that intensive

pfiblic relations"work with the staff will be necessary in order to generate

he kind of emotional support required.

Since the evaluation team had some indications that many staff members

were not consistently using the token system, Item 6 was included in the

interview to ascertain whether that might be the case. It proved to be so,

since only 18 persons 11-id cated that they employed the system "all" the time',

16 said they did "most" o the time, ten "some" of the time, two "very littld"

one "none," and three said the question did not -apply to their situations.

Clearly, this constitutes an unfortunate situation, in that consistency among

the staff would seem essential to the successful functioning of the enterprise.

Lack of consistency would deem likely to cause frustration. and resentment

among students, since some would be rewarded for given behaviors and others

would not receive reinforcement for the same behavior.

The implications of this finding are that staff members need to be con-

vinced of the merits of the program and the necessity of consistency in

application. This, in turn, would support the need for public relations

work with the staff, additional-training, the establishment o'f clear'guide-.

lines for utilization, and possibly an incentive program for staff members.
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Item 7 dealt with m h the same area of concein as Item 6, except that

it asked specifIsally for average rate of reinforcement instead of the general

utilization of the program which was the concern of Item 6. The same vari-a

ations were found, in that 23 persons indicated they gave, tokens "once pet

week," 11 said "once per day," tro "every period," five "at the time the

desired behavior occurs," three said the question did not apply to them;

and one person did not give tokens. Such responses indicate that not only

are there differences in the extent to which individuals employ the system,

but-also in the way they use rewards. Some staffmembers seem to be on fixed-'

schedule systems which differ in time among individuals, others seem o be on

fixed-ratio (,:decework) systems, and still others seem to be using variable -

schedule or variable-ratio schedules for reinforcement. If so
,

confusion and

resentment among students Would be expected, sl.ce disappointments and

frustrations would be numerousx

The.same implications (need for "selling," training, and rewarding staff)

would seem to follow from these/FaEa as from those in the preceding item.

The diversity among staff members was nowhere more clearly reflected

than in Item 8, which asked about the kinds of behaviors the ,program was

successful in shaping. Predictably some said '-'none"-and others said "all

kinds." Additional exploration reveals, however, that many staff members

had noted some diffe'tences in their relative success in changing different,

behaviors. Some said, for example, that tardiness and absenteeism' seemed
.

to be modifiable with reinforcement techniques. /Font classified "desirable"

behaviors as easier to shape_than "aversive," probably because of the fact

that they can be direchy rewarded.

e

In answer to Item 9, which asked about did kinds of behavior tha_t the
.., ' ,

Token Economy Program is not effective in changing, nine somewhat disgruntled
0
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. staffers responded with "every kind." Some of them went on to state

their opinion that thd program was a waste of money and that their efforts

could be more productively spent in other kinds of endeavor. Twenty other

individuals said the program was not good for controlling undesirable behaviors

and discipline problems, while 16-said it was not good for controlling desired

behavior and achievements. One staff member asserted that such a program

goes against the Indian-way, one said that there were no behaviors. that he
la

had found which cld not be influenced by such a program, one said that

cognitive behaviors were not responsive to the Tokdr Economy System, two

said that value judgments were not influenced, and five said that they did

not know how to answer the question.

The fact that so many teachers identified undesirable behavior, disci-

41ine problem, and achievement as areas not responsT)to management with

----the Token Economy System is interesting. The evaluation team had arrived

at
.
this conclusion prior to the analysis of the item, since deep-seated and,

. N /
complex syndromes are difficult to treat and hard to manage in a reward

-,\
.2....ysatem. Staff memjpers had evidently arrived at\the same c' onclusion on the

-..

. c V
besii3Of th ir xperience, and had analyzed the situat4 to the extent that

, .

they understood many of -the reasons for the difficulty.
i

:Item 10'was another direct question asking staff members to indicate
..4, ,----A,,,-

\.
, how well they thoughtVhe program was working at Albuquerque Indian School.

(
i .

2 , InrdSponse'to this question, seven persops said that it was not working at

?

se

*0

all, while.19 more felt that. it working very poory.
.

our classi 14

f , ..16.

success as "fair,v ten said 11.t,was "pretty good in some areas," wo
.

said they had veky good success, three' said things 'ere going backwjA, and

, )4-'f
five people indicat4d notopinion.

. X...-
While results such as, these are distressing, in the sense
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indicate a sizeable propbrtion of very negative perceptions of the program..

on the part of the staff, conditions may not be as bad as they look. In

the first place, it became evident through responses to several questions that

a few staff Members were simply responding negatively to all aspects of the

TOken Economy Program, without sorting out the various aspects. Therefore,

while these responses should not be discounted, they can be treated as part

of a more generalized resistance to the program rather -than specific evidence

of failure. With regard to those who said that things were going very

poorly, or even the three who said they were going backward, it seems evident

that another.faCtor was at work. The comments that accompany these evaluations

indicated that many of the respondents would expect fairly dramatic evidence

of change in broad areas before they would classify the program as successful.

This is not an unreasonable position in view of the statement of project

,/ objectives, but it seems unlikely that such a degree of success realistically

could have been expected. This may have been recognized by the individuals

who said that success was "pretty good in some areas." In the same vein

as Item 9, they had identified som .kinds of behavior as simply too resistant

to achieve change in a short period of time, while other simpler behaviors

seem to show someModification.

In terms of whether the program actually helped or hindered the work of

the individual staff members, 18 said that it helped and 20 said that it

hindered. Four said that it did neither, two said it did both, four others

yd that it does not matter or makes no difference, and two gave no response.

in short, it was a mixed bag.

In response to the question of why this might have been true, three

iden-tied the age of the students as a factor,Nindicating better success

with the younger children than with_glder. Fif.tee said that the attitides
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and understandings of the staff were poor, resulting in inconsistent management

of the program. Two said the trouble was due,to conflict with the value system

of the Indian culture, while seven said that the system simply does not work,

presuthably meaning that behaviors cannot be changed with token rewards.

Several.others mentioned such things as lack of supplies, lack of guidelines,

Student misunderstanding or resistance, and similar problems.

'4tem.,11 asked all staff members "How much of the time do you give praise

along with the tokens?" Responses to this question revealed some interesting

observations with regard to ratings_of certain referents on the Semantic

Differential..

First, it should be noted that praise was very widely given by both the

teachers and dormitory staff along with the tokens. Ten of 21 teachers and

five of 22 dormitory staff who responded to that question indicated that they

always. gave praise with the tokens. Six additional teachers and six more
4,

dormitory staff member§ indicated that they almost always gave praise. No

teachets, and only two dormitory staff members,dndicated that theyrarely

or never gave praise with tokens.

These observations are enlightening when considered together with the

responses to the Semantic Differential referents. Most obvious, of course,

is the fact that it provides additional evidence, together with the high,

Semantic Differential ranking given "Praise," that staff members regard

praise as an effective and appropriate motivator. Indeed, since they ranked

that term above "Material Reward," and far above "Token Economy" and

"Punishment," it would seem that it is regarded as the most effective and

appropriate modifier of behaviOr. Only eight individuals ranked "Material

Reward" higher than "Praise," while 32 inverted the ranking and five rated

them even.
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These findings relate to criticisms of the Token Economy voiced by some

staff members, who indicated concern about "bribing" the youngsters to obey

regulations. These individuals felt that social controls should be used

instead of material rewards, and that students should learn to obey regulations

because it was the right thing to do. Several felt that more consistent

punishment for clear infractions of the rules would be helpful, since they

felt that students counted on their ability to escape the penalties prescribed

by the staff.

Item 12 presented five areas or aspects ofthe program and asked respond-

ents to rate whether each aspect was hard or easy to carry out. The first of

these, consistency with tokens, was rated hard by two people, moderately

difficult by eight others, neither hard nor difficult by 11, fairly easy by

ten, and quite easy by 13. Six gave no response. If we take these figures

at face value, it appears that individuals are not experiencing difficulty

being consisten from one time to another in their use of tokens. It would

appear that lack of consistency, which is mentioned frequently by the staff as

a source of difficulty, is in terms of differences among individuals rather

than differences in time.

A very similar pattern was found when respondents were asked to rate

their difficulty in the use of praise. Four found it quite hard, seven

moderately hard, five neither hgrd nor easy, nine found it quite easy, and

20 found it very easy. Five failed to respond.

A larger group of individuals experienced some difficulty identifying

target behaviors. Four rated that very hard, 13 moderately hard, eight

neither hard nor easy, 11 moderately easy, and nine quite easy.

One might have anticipated that structuring the situation in order to

use the tokens would have been quite difficult for some of the untrained
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staff members. However, only five rated that task as hard for then, while

eight found it moderately hard, seven neither hard nor easy, 12 moderately

easy and 13 quite easy.

Finally, three found the task of recording-the behavior to be hard, ten

found it moderately hard, six neither hard nor easy, 11 found it relatively

easy, and 14 said it was quite easy.

Taken as a group, all of the responses to Item 12 would seem to indicate

that the individual tasks involved in administering the program are not t.

beyond the grasp of the staff members. To be sure, some found each task

to be quite hard, indicating the need for some assistance and additional

training. However, with the exception of noticing the- target behaviors and

recording the behaviors, the number of individuals who found tasks to be hard

or moderately hard was always small. The majority of the staff rated, such

tasks as easy or moderately easy. In view of comments made in response to

other items, indicating that the staff members found the program difficult

to administer, it seems reasonable to conclude that the sum total of the

behaviors make the task too complex, but that the individual components of

the task are not especially difficult.

Staff perceptions about the feelings of the superintendent and principal

fi

,toward the Token Economy Project were solicited in Item 13. Each respondent

was asked to indicate whether he thought the superintendent and principal

(1) strongly favored, (2) moderately favored, (3) were indifferent, (4)
4,r

were moderately against, or (5) were strongly against the project.

It was found that 21 staff members thought the principal and superin=

tendent were strongly in favor of the project. Ten though they were moderately

in favor, while six felt they were indifferent. No respondents thought they

were against the program, although 11 indicated that they did not know how the
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administrators felt about it.

Such findings certainly do not indicate that the trouble lies in

perceived lack of support for the program on the part of the administration.

Since none of the staff members, including eN,en those who strongly opposed

the program themselves, perceived the administrators as opposing the program

in any degree, it does not appear that reluctant staff members are drawing

their cues from administrators.

To complete the picture of staff perceptions of various feelings about

the children, Item 14 asked staff to evaluate how they thought the students

felt about the Token_Economy Project. Surprisingly, in view of earlier

responses, 30 staff members thought the students liked the program. Twenty

others thought the students were largely neutral and apathetic about the

whale situation, while only four thought the students were against it. Two

members said that some students cared and some did not, while' four said

that it hurt the pride of students to take tokens. Finally, four indicated

that the students had no respect for the program, and that mary took advantage

of it.

These results, together with those in the preceding item, clearly indicate

that staff members perceive themselves as the only ones who do not favor the
WOO

program at least on emotional grounds.

Item 15 was inserted at this point to ascertain what the staff members

did before the Token Economy Project in order to maintain the motivations of

their students. Each respondent was asked to describe and evaluate the

kinds of things that he did for motivational purposes.

While these responses are too compPdx to be summarized effectively, it

is posbible to say that they fell into the general categories of praise,

trips, recognition, incentives, activities chosen by students, assurance,
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counseling, appeals to pride, standards, grades, punishments, and enrichment

of the class to make it interesting. A great many respondents felt that

they had experienced good success with their own particular systems, although

a considerable number - indicated that their systems did notWork'effettively

with many of the children who had recently been coming to the school, revealing

once again the perceptions of the staff regarding recent trends in the student

population. MP'

For present purposes, it seems sufficient to note, on the basis of Item

15, that the majority of staff members in the Albuquerque Indian School rely

rather heavily on traditional reward systems that one might find in almost

any school.

When asked in Item 16, who, if anybody,/Might interfere with their

practices in terms of the Token Economy Program, staff members were in fair

agreement. Forty-four said that nobody interfered, while two said that "the

kids" interfered, presumably by not cooperating with the teachers' systems.

Two of the respondents indicated that a certain administrator was the princi-

pal one who\might interfere with what they were doing, and another said the

schedule prevented them from using the system.

The most important information to be gained from these responses is that

teachers were left very much.on their own to manage the token' system.

sidered in the light'of the minimal training discussed in preceding sections,

such findings might help to identify the source of considerable lack of con-

sistency in the program. Many staff members did not perceive the adminis-

tration of.the Token Economy as one of their regular responsibilities during

the past year, but rather perceived it as almost a voluntary task which they

were free to accept or reject according to their own feelings. The result,

of course, was very wide variation, and some resentment of the minimal super-

1, 2
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vision that was given. It seems clear that, greater system recognition of

the Token Economy as.part of the regular school program might be necessary

before staff members could be consistentwith one another, and would accept _

supervision as a matter of course.

In order to ascertain whether there was general agreement among staff
0

mgmbers about the kinds of behaviors that most needed modification, each

individual was asked in Item 17 to decide which five of 15 behavioral objec-

tives (misbehaviors to be modified) should be rated as most important, which

five should be rated as moderately important, and which five should be rated

as least important. The results for each objective, broken down into

teaching staff and dormitory staff, are presented in Tables 13 to 27 in

Appendix C. In these tables, the index for each-objective was computed by

the very simple process of multiplying each top rating by 3, each inter-

mediate rating by 2, each low rating by 1, and taking the sum. This process

enables one to derive a total ranking of priorities assigned by the staff

to the objectives of the project. That ranking is as follows:

Rank Objective

1 Drinking
2 Academic achievement
3 AWOL
4 Attitudes
5 Stealing
6 Absenteeism
7 Vandalism
8 Inappropriate Classroom behavior -

9 Jail andgor D-home
10 Unruly behavior
11 Missing bedcheck
12 Tardiness
13 Missing meetings
14 SexUal behavior

15 Faking illness

Examination of the tables and the resultant ranking of priorities seems

to indicate several matters of considerable importance to the project. Since

4
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some of these may have implications for the second year of the experiment,

it may be appropriate to consider them in some detail.

One of the most obvious feaures of the rating of priorities is the

extent of diversity of feeling among the staff. Every single objective

received some votes in every position, meaning that some staff would regard

each as an objective of high importance while others felt that the same

objective was a matter of less importance. Such differences of opinion are

perfectly natural and expected, of course,.among any population of human

.beings, unless prior interactions have produced common understandings. The

point of this observation is that such group consensus appears to be absent

in this instance, which leaves each individual at the mercy of his unique

perceptions, when greater thrust might have been achieved with some mutually-

agreed-upon priorities within the broader list of objectives.

A second observation relates closely to this matter of unique perceptions,

in that some differences appear between the teacher group and the dormitory

staff. This is also perfectly natural, since each group sees its own type of

problem most frequently and faces the task of dealing with that type of

misbehavior. For example, "Inappropriate Classroom Behavior" would be

expected to loom larger in the eyes of teachers than in the view of the

dormitory staff, and that expectation, is born out by the data in Appendix C,

Table 15. Eleven teachers saw that as a very important problem,and only

four saw rt*as unimportant. In contrast, only seven of the dormitory staff

rated it very important, while 16 rated it unimportant. Such differences

in perception appear fairly frequently in the list, and in the absence of

clear guidelines they would operate to reduce the consistency with which the

staff reacted to certain kinds of behavior on the part of students.

A third observation concerns the kind of problems identified as most
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important_by the staff. Again, it is only natural to expect that they would

choose the most troublesome overt behaviors that make tAe jobs of staff mem-

bers more difficult, and place less-importance on behaviors in which the

piimary consequences relate to the individual involved: t was clearly

the pattern found here, where aggressive and acting-out behaviors were rated

high and the more passive behaviors such as faking illness, missibg meetings,

and sexual misbehavior were rated much lower. A serious problem with this

approach is that such behavior as drinking, stealing, or unruliness is

symptomatic of deeply-rooted problems, and if it is already an established

pattern in the group it is difficult to eliminate by means of token rein-

forcement. The absence of the negative behavior over a period of time can

Abe rewarded, but it is difficult to find an appropriate high-probability

positive behavior to reinforce as the antithesis of such negative behaviors

as drinking or stealing. It may be that smaller units of less complex posi-
,

. tive individual behavior will need to be identified and clearly agreed upon
4
by the staff in order to make the reinforcement concept work more effectively.

In Item 18 staff members were asked during the interviews to indicate

Whether they thought the program had gone right or wrong in a number of

specific areas, and to tell how they 'thought the wrong things should have

been done in order to make the program more successful. Responses were

obtained in each of the following areas:

1. How it was introduced to students

The most frequent single response to this question area was that

things had "gone right," which was the opinion of ten members of the

staff. However, 23 individuals voiced specific criticisms, among which

the most common (nine instances) was that.the program had not been

explained thoroughly enough. Along with this feelini,:)me expressed

14C
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the view that there had not been enough time, the assembly at which the

idea was explained was not sufficiently structured, and that there had

not been enough follow-through. There was also some feeling that stu-

dents, teacher, parents, and board members should have been involved

more in the planning of the project, or that their opinions about it

should have been sought in advance. Also, the idea of students "being

paid for things they are supposed to do" received criticism, especially

with regard- to the possibility'.that the:basic concept was not thoroughly

explained to the point that everyone could understand.

2. How it trained students

Responses in this area very closely paralleled those in (1) above,

\in that insufficiency and lack of consistency in the training of students

received most frequent mention, followed by criticisms of the idea of

"bribery" for things that should have been done without "pay." There

was some feeling that younger students gained more than older students,

partly because some older ones abused the system by stealing or bullying

to get tokens. Six persons said that students had not been trained at

all, while five others thought that things had gone well in that area.

3. The behaviors,picked to be changed

Generally favorable responses umre obtained with this item, in that

25 individuals though the choices were "right" or at least "O.K."

Others thought that behaviors like attendance and punctuality should be

reinforced, but that drunkenness, sexual activities and vandalism should

be dealt with differently. Basic differences in value systems were

mentioned, as wa7 the idea that each teacher was in the best position to

choose objectives for his or her own class.

4. The method of reinforcement

14)7
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Great differences of opinion were fouad among staff members with

this item.. Twenty individuals felt the methods were-right, while 13

felt they were clearly wrong and others expressed a variety of specific

criticisms. Most of these criticisms revolved around the ideas of

"bribery," the sense Of materialism that it could develop, and the lack

of transfer from such a system to life outside the school, especially

in -the light of pOssible conflict with Indian value systems. Lack of

consistency in the reward system was mentioned, together with the

observation that some teachers use symbolic, rewards.

5. The responsibilities of the reinforcer ,

Nineteen individuals expressed general satisfaction with the

responsibilities given reinforcers, while seven thought it was too

much of a burden. Others again raised the problems of inconsistencies

and differences among individuals, caused at least in part by lack

training and guidelines. Some apparently gave praise while others did

not, and some reinforced groups whil _others focused strictly on

individuals.

6. The responsibilitiesof the student

ResponsibilitiesJgiven students were judged appropriatd by 14 mem-

bers of the staff, while 20 expressed general or specific criticisms.

Generally these related to specific abuses by irresp nsible individuals

who were careless, dishonest, or uncooperative, which several pefsons

again attributed to inadequate explanation of the system. There was

about an even split between those who felt that the experience helped

students learn how to manage money and those who felt that it was harmful

in that regard.

7. The value of the reinforcement
:1*
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Generally favorable attitudes were expressed about the value of the

reinforcement, with 25 persons indicating satisfaction and only two

stating that the idea was basically wrong. There were criticisms of

the rate of reinforcement and the items made available foi sale with-

tokens, but these problems seemed to be less severe than the ones found,

in other areas..

8. The evaluation procedure

It seemed evident, on the basis of comments about the evaluation

procedure, that some staff Members had been less involved than others.

;Seventeen felt that the procedure was acceptable, while, six complained

about the lack of feedback, four doubted the influence of the evaluation

on irojedt planning, and three indicated complete lack of knowledge

about any evaluation. three other persons said thereshould be continu-

ous evaluation and feedback to make the project work effectively

9. Everyone doing it their own way

As might be expected-, there were very-mixed feelings aboOt the

degree of autonomy given staff members in terms of reinforcement pro-

,cedures. There were 21 favorable reactions to.that aspect, while 17

felt there should have been more standardization and,orientation.

Several mentioned specific probleMs that had arisen because of the lack

of consistency that resulted from the high degree of autonomy.

In order to ascertain whether resistance t9,-the project was specific to

this particular program or more generalized in terms of new educational

practices, Item 19 asked saff members how they felt about the introduction

of new educational techniques to the school. Sixteen said they were in

favor of the idea, if the techniques were appropriate and fair. Sixteen.

others were hesitant, presumably even under- Conditions described above. Two
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said chat the introduction of such ideas can be very confusing, one indicated

vthat he would like to see m- ore of a military ttucture in which these ideas '
r!' 1.)

could be introduced, and 14 had no comment about their feelings on that

matter.- Eight failed to respond.

is evident, on the basis of this -data, that 'few educational techniques

receive much less than enthusiastic response from staff Members. The extent,.

to which this is due-to the many kinds of studies and experiments that have

been Conducted there cannot be ascertained. Neither can it be said that

\)t
Ir such feelings are due to basieconctptu 1 system orientation or Other vari

ables. What can be said is that the project, initiated as it waSith serious

problems of time and circumstances, could only be expected to receive a luke7,-,

warm reception during the first gear in view of the prevailing attitude

toward such innovations. It is important to remembIr; this factor in

evaluating opinions about the project that were expressed throughout this

questionnaire.

Item 20, thAast question in the questionnaire, asked staff members to

indicate when they thought it was, appropriate for the administration to ask

a teacher at AIS to participate in a/new program. A tremendous range of

responses were obtained -to this question, with no clear trends in those

reponses. Twelve persons said it'was appropriate any timeif the new system

=would improve present circumstances. Four others said that it was appropri

ate if explained well in advance,..while another group of,four said- that if the
/

'administration would ask instead of force them to accept the innovation, it

would be all right. Five persons said it was never appropriate, while six

others said it was appropriatt Only if teaofiers and/or,staff were included

and involved in the; lanning. Ten gave no response tothe item, and the

remainder made various kinds of tangential comments which did not directly

150 4
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answer the question. These were generally comm nts relating to the qual4,

scope timing, and other aspects of the program itself. In general, they

might be summarized as a kind of "If they knew what they were doing" attitude

. toward innovative programs or procedures.

Summary of Conclusions and Recommendation

1. At the present time, while there is no overwhelming sentiment against

the Token Economy among the AIS staff, it lacks the broad base of positive

.support that will be needed to make it function with optional effectiveness.

Where are many reasons for the lack of enthusiasm, including such diverse

factors as the following:

a. Insufficient time to involye the staff adequately in planning

and setting.up_the program;

b. A general sense of frustration among the staff about the

increasing difficulty of their task;

c. A feeling that the Token Economy is just another in a series

of studs and_exp_eriments that provide little long-term

benefit;

d. .Uncertainty about-the attitudes, rules and relationships of

various AIS administrators in and to she project.

2. The record-keeping system needs to be improved and simplified

present system permits too many oversights, inaccuracies and ab

it is cumbersome for both students and teachers, to say nothin

market" ip tokens that threatens to develop among certain stud

some sort of credit card system can be devised to permit a care

of each individual student's achievements and activities.
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3. Some staff members ex rience uncertainty and difficulty in administering

the system. It appears that additional training in principles of reinforce-

ment, contingency management and behavior modification would be most,appro-

priate.

4. The number and complexity of the behaviors to be modified is so great

that staff members are experiencing difficulty. It may be necessary to

identify a smaller number of less complex behaviors, and to agree upon small

specific units of individual positive behavior that will be reinforced by

all, staff members.
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Appendix-C

Titbit. 1

Number of Extreme Positions Chosen by Representatives
of Differing Conceptual Systems

Less than 30
strong positions chosen

Less than 30
strong positions chosen

System 1
or

System 2

Systems 1-3
Admixture

Or

Systems 1-4
Admixture

10 19

10 5

Note--)62 = 4.13, < .05

Table 2

Original Feelings about Token Economy, Teachers vs. Dorm Staff

Positive Neutral Negative

Teachers 11 2 9

Dorm Staff 12 9 6

Note--Al] Staff: X2 = 8.10,2. < .05

Table 3

Present Feelings about Token Economy, Teachers vs. Dorm Staff

Positive Neutral Negative

Teachers 9 4 9

Dorm Staff 11 4 12

Note--All Staff: )0 = 6.49,11 (.05
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Table 4

Changes in Feelings about - .woken Economy, Teachers vs. Dorm Staff

Teacher5

More Negative

5-

Same

YS

More Positive

6

Dorm Staff 4

NotqX2 = 7,04 4) <

Table 5

Preqat Feerin3s about Tolc.tod Econo* YOuhgerixisi., didei Staff

Age Negative. Neubral Positive

50 or younger 9 4 13

51 or older 12 4 7

Note - -?4.2 = 8.03 2 <.05

Table 6

Changes in Feelings about Token Economy, Younger, vs. Older Staff

Age More,Negative Same More Positive

50 or younger -7 13 6

51 or 'older
.

10 9 4
.

Note --%2 = 5.00, N.S.

Table 7

Present Feelings about Token Econoty,.Males vs: Females

Sex Negative Same PoSitive

Male 7 3 10

Female 14 5 10
4-

NoteX.2 = 7.91, 2_ < .05
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Table 8

Changes in Feelings about Token Economy, Males vs. Females

Sex More Negative Same More Positive

Male 7 8 5

Female 10 14 5

Note--1.2 = 4.92, N.S.

Tab -le 9

Present Feelings about Token Economy, by Years at AIS

Years at AIS Negative Positive

5 years or less 2 8

6 years or more '19 11

Note --;42 = 5.65, 2. <.05

Table 10

Changes in Feelings about Token Economy, by Years at AIS

Years at AS More Negative Same More Positive

5 years or less 3 5 2

6 years or more 13.. 16 - 8

Table '11

Present Feelings about Token Economy, by Education

Education Negative. Neutral Positive

Less than
B.A. Degree 12 3 8

B.A. Degree
or

Graduate Work
9 5

.

12

Note--X.2 = 8.13, 2. < .05
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Table 12

Changes in Feeling about Token Economy, by Education

More Negative Same More Positive

Less than
B.A. Degree 9 10 4

B.A. Degree
or

Graduate Work
8 12 6

Table 13

Objective: Absenteeism

Very Important Moderately Important Not Important

Teachers 11 9 2

Dorm Staff 7 11 9

Table 14

Objective: Tardiness

Very Important Moderately Important Not Important

Teachers 7 6 9

Dorm Staff 4 9 14

Table 15

Objective: Inappropriate Classroom Behavior

Very Important Moderately Important} Not Important

Teachers 11 7 4,

Dorm Staff 7 4 16
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Table 16

OhlectIve: Aeademir ArhIevemenl

Very important Moderately important, Not Important

Teachers 12 .8

Dorm Staff 19

Table 17

Objective: Attitudes

Very Important Moderately Important Not Important

Teachers 12 6 4

Dorm Staff 15 8 4

Table 18'

Objective: Drinking

Very Important Moderately Important Not Important

Teachers 13 6 3

Dorm Staff 17 8 2

Table 19

Objective: AWOL

Very Important Moderately Important Not Important

Teachers 11 6 5

Dorm Staff 14 12 1
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Table 20

Objective: Missing Bedcheck

Very Important Moderately Important Not,Important

Teachers 3 5 14

Dorm Staff 9 8 10

--Table21

Objective: Jail and/or D home

Very Important Moderately Important Not Important

Teachers 6 8 8

Dorm Staff 6 12 9

Table 22

Objective: Vandalism

Very Important 'Moderately Important Not Important

Teachers 4 15 3

Dorm Staff 13 7

Table 23

Objective: Sexual Behavior

Very Important Moderately Important Not Important

Teachers 3 7 12

Dorm Staff 6 9 12
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Table 24

Objective: Stealing

Very Important Moderately Important Not Important

Teachers 13 3

Dorm Staff 10 13 4

Table 25

Objective: Missing Meetings

fiery Itportant Moderately Important Not Important
/

Teachers 3 3 16

Dorm Staff 8 11

Table 26

Objective: Unruly Behavior

Very Impolitant Moderately Important Not Important

Teachers 6 7 9

Dorm Staff 6 4 12

Table 27

Objective: Faking Illness

Very Important Moderately Important Not Important

Teachers 2 '4 16

Dorm Staff 1 4 22
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INSTRUCTIONS:

150
Semantic Differential

This is a method used to measure the meanings of certain things to various
people by having them judge them against a series of descriptive scales. Please
make your judgements on the basis-of what these things mean to you.

Here is how you are to use these scales:

If you feel that the concept at the top of the page is very closely related
to one end of the scale, you should place your check-mark as follows:

FAIR V/ : UNFAIR
or

FAIR : UNFAIR

If you feel that the concept is quite closely related to one or the other end of
the scale (but riot extremely), you should place your check-mark as follows:

STRONG : :WEAK

STRONG
or

-: WEAK

--If the concept seems only slightly related to one side as opposed to the other
side (but not really neutral), then you should checleas follows:

ACTIVE le//'-1 : : :PASSIVE
or

/'-ACTIVE : : 1.,: o.PASSIVE

The directiOn toward which you check, of course, depends upon which of the two
ands of the scale seem most characteristic of the thing you're judging.

If you consider the concept to be neutral on the scale, both sides of the scale
equally associated with the concept, or if the scale is completely irrelevant,
unrelated to the concept, then you should place your check-mark in the middle space:

'SAFE :DANGEROUS

IMPORTANT:
(1) ;Place your check-marks in the middle of spaces, not on the boundaries:

THIS not this:

Vr....

(2) Be sure you check every scale for every concept--do not omit any.

Note.--Semantic Differential administered to AIS staff.

$'
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Good :

Clean :

Valuable : :

Cruel :

Pleasant :

Happy :

Awful :

Fair :

ADULT CONTROL

Happy :

Unfair ___ : :

Good :

Nice :

Worthless

Clean :

Unpleasant . .

Kind :

i
: : :Bad

: : :Dirty

: : :Worthless

: :Kind

: : : :Unpleasant

: : :______:Sad

: : : :Nice

MATERIAL REWARD

:Unfair

: . :Sad

: : ':Fair

: : _ :Bad

: :Awful

: :Valuable

:Dirty

: : :Pleasant

: : :Cruel \
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PRAISE

Good : : : :Bad

Clean : : : :Dirty

Valuable : : : :Worthless

Cruel : :Kind

Pleasant : : : :Unpleasant

Happy : : :Sad

Awful : : : : 'Nice

Fair : : : :Unfair

ti

:
. PUNISHMENT

Happy :Sad

Unfair : ......"
: : :Fair

Good : : : :Bad

Nice : : : :Awful
.

Worthless : : .. :Valuable

2.. Clean . . : : :Dirty

Unpleasant : : :Pleasant

Kind :Cruel
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4

DISCIPLINE

"--. Good . .: .

Clean .

Valuable : :

Cruel

_-_---...

:

'Pleasant :_ .

Happy , :

Awful . : :

Fair : :

:Bad..._-_-_. .

: , : :Dirty

:-.1: :Worthless

:Kind

: :Unpleasant

, :Sad

:Nice= e
.

:Unfair

TOKEN ECONOMY --,,,,,,

Happy :
e.1

t............ : :Sad

Unfair . .
--I

: :Fair\ :Fai

Good :Bad

Nice

Worthless

Clean

,Uppleapant

Kind

/

-4-

4-

:Awful

:Valuable

:Dirty

:Pleasant

:Cruel-

r.
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4

AUTHORITY

Good : : : : :Bad .

Clean : : : :Dirty

Valuable _ : : :Worthless

Cruel : :Kind

Pleasant : : :Unpleasant

}Happy :,Sad

Awful :- : :Nice

Fair _ _ : : :Unfair

TOKEN ECONOMY.
,-.s

Delicate_ :
.,
. : :Rugged

..2

Weak : : : :Strong

Deep : : : r :Shallow

Heavy : : : : :Light
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. Weak .

Delicate

Deep

light

155

PRAISE

PUNISHMENT

Light

Deep

Rugged .

Weak

CP-
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:Strong

:Rugged,

:Shall/Ow

:Heavy

,:Heavy

:Shallow

:Delicate

:Strong
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Teacher Interview

Name

How long at AIS

Educational level

Where trained

How long working with Indiana

Where worked previously

I. Evaluation of School

DOB Sex

Age Grade and/or subject
taught or Dormitory

1. What is the role of this school?

2. Describe the student body in reference to the following areas:

a. background

b. skills

c. defects

d. interests

e. goals

3. What are the special educational problems of this group?

a. learning assets

b. learning deficits

c. other

4. What are the unique problems for a teacher in this school?
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5. What are the unique rewards for a teacher in this school?

6. To whom do you feel the closest in interests and goals? (C)

From whom do yOU feel the furthest? (F)

( ) colleagues
( ) administrators-
( ) consultants
( ) students
( ) parents

II. Evaluate the program

1. How did you first find out about the Token Economy program (from whom

when

2. What pakt did you have in setting it up?

3. Describe your training experience with the program

where

Who trained you? How adequate do you think the training was?

Why?

4. How did you feel about the program at first?

strongly moderately indifferent moderately strongly

favof favor against against

5. Haw do you feel now?

strongly moderately
favor favor

indifferent moderately strongly
against against

6. How much of the time do you use the program with the students?

all most some very little none

7. How often do you give out the tokens?

8. What kinds of behaviors is the program good for?
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9. What kinds of behaviors is it not good for?

10.. How well is the program working at AIS? Why?

Does the token economy help or hinder your work In the classroom
4

or dorm? Why?

11. Haw-much of the time do you give praise along with the tokens?

all -most some very little none

12. Rate which aspects of the program are hard or easy for you to carry out

1 2 3 4 5

hard easy

1. consistency with tokens 1 2 - -3 4 5

2. praise 1 2 3 4 5

3. noticing all target behaviors 1 2 3 4 5

4. structuring the class or
dorm for the tokens 1 2 3 4 5

5. recording the behaviors 1 2 3 4- 5

13. Haw do you think the superintendent and principal feel about this

program?

strongly moderately indifferent moderately- strongly

favor favor against against

14. How do you think most of the students feel about this program?

15. What systems other than the token have you used to motivate students in

the past? Describe and evaluate.
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16. Who if anybody, interferes with what you're doing in terms of the token

economy? How?

17. This is a list of behaviors the token system tries to influence. Mark

whether you think the token system has

I iwproved
S kept4the same
W made worse

the behavior.

( ) Absenteeism
(_ ) Tardiness
( ) Inappropriate classroom behavior
( ) Academic achievement
( ) Attitudes, self concept and coping behavior
( ) Drinking
( ) AWOL
( ) Missing bedcheck
( ) Jail and/or D-Home
( ) Vandalism
( ) Sexual behavior
( ) Stealing
( ) MiSsing scheduled meetings
( ) Unruly behavior in dorms and on trips
( ) .Faking illness

18. Next I'd like you to look at these objectives again and sort them into three
groups, very important, moderately important, not important. Please place

5 cards in each group. Are there behaviors you think important that are
unlisted? Which?

very important moderately important not important

19. These are some possible reasons for wanting to change the students'
behavior. Please rank them from most important to least important
from your point of view.

( ) 1. to help them feel better about themselves.
( ) 2. to help them to hold a Job better.
( ) 3. to help them get along socially.
( ) 4. so that we get better discipline in school, that is, to

help make the students less troublesome for the teachers
and staff to manage.

( ) 5. so that the students can adjust better to the expectations

of their tribes and families.
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( ) 6. to help the students learn how to conform to social norms.
( ) 7. to give them practice asking their awn decisions so they

won't be controlled by others.

20. Where did this program go right or wrong in the following areas: if

wrong, how should it have been done?

1. How it was introduced to students

2. How it trained students

3. The behaviors picked to be changed

4. The method of reinforceMent

5. The responsibilities of the reinforcer

6. The responsibilities of the student

7. The value of the reinforcement

8. The evaluation procedure

9. Everyone doing it their own way

10. How it was introduced to teachers

11. How. it trained teachers

/7
12. Anything else

21. How do you feel about the introduction of new educational techniques to
this school?

4
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22. Under what circumstances do you think it is appropriate for theadministration to ask a teacher at the Indian School to participatein a new program?

When is it inappropriate?
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"This I Believe" Instrument

Instructions

In the following pages we would like fot you to write your opinions or be-

liefs about several topics. Since we don't want to spend too much time on

this activity, we will time you on each topic at a pace that will make it

necessary for you to work rapidly, but will give you enough time to record

at least a couple of ideas about each referent word.

Be sure to write what you genuinely believe.

Please write on the topics in the order of their appearance.
Wait to turn

each page until the examiner gives you the signal, and once you have turned

a page, please do not turn back to it.

When you have finished reading these instructions, wait for the signal, then

turn to the first referent and begin writing.

1. This I believe about Authority

2. This I believe about innovation

3. This I believe about Friendship

4. This I believe about Freedom

5. This I believe about people who steal

6. This I believe about Militancy

7. This I believe about Education

8. This I believe about People on Welfare

9. This I believe about discipline

10. This I believe about people who are late

11. This I believe about Loyalty
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a FINAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

After spending many weeks analyzing mountains of data, the evaluation

team is left with the distinct feeling that their most important comments

still must be based upon subjelctive rather than objective data. This is not

due only to the fact that objective data is lacking in some areas, although

that was a serious problem. Neither does it mean that there are no clear

impressions to be gained from the analysis of data. However, no matter how

extensive the body of objective data one might gather, it would still tail

to convey a true impression of the project at the Albuquerque Indian School

during the past year. Even more important, it would very likely convey a

false impression about the prospects for the coming year, since there seem
0

to be a number of factors that may be considerably different for the coming

year. Perhaps some elaboration of this theme will help the reader to under-

stand what is meant by such comments.

First, one should recognize that a great deal of the objective data

indicates that the hopes and expectations of the project planners were not

achieved to any high degree by the first year of the activity. If one con-

sidered only the impact on the total student body involved in the project,

and measured objective changes in target behaviors over the period

of the past few months, one would be quite disappointed to find that the

shifts were not highly significant. Drinking, going AWOL, and showing

general disinterest in academic work are still very common behaviors among

some of the students at the school. However, before writing the project

off as a failure on the basis of such findings, one must consider other very

important factors.
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A great many of the behaviors chosen for study and modification are

;very complex and very deeply rooted behaviors. Forther, many of them developed

because they were rewarding to the Individuals, and it will take something

more rewarding to replace them in the students' repertoire of behavior. Also,

there are factors completely outside the control of the Albuquerque Indian

Sch of which are contributing to many of these troubles and will continue to

supp7t the undesirable behaviors in spite of things that go on at the school.

Most powerful among these external factors, perhaps, is the very nature of

the stlent body. If many of the staff members are correct, and increasingT

numbers of the students are sent to the school because of academic, social,

or emoti nal difficulties, then it is too much to ,expect that any group project

of this nature could succeed in eradicating the undesirable behaviors

c
exhibited py such students in the brief period of one year. Indeed, it is

doubtful whether such behaviors could be modified significantly by any kind

of group project without extensive supplementary individual work of a rather

extensive nature.

All of this does not mean, however, that the project has been h waste

of time or monpy. Even though the group data does not indicate significant

improvement in behavior, there is some evidence that changes are taking4place

in a number of individuals. Some children are beginning to form habits that

contribute to punctuality, good attendance, and other characteristicsthat

may be expected to help their achievement and make life easier for them in

1

whatever academic work they may decide to pursue in the future. Many of

these habits have not yet come to full fruition, and a great many students

have not yet chosen to adopt such habits, butt the seeds and beginnings seem

to be present in a number of areas. It took years for many children to fall

behind academically as far as they had, and it will take years for them to

,
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overcome the deficits in their background and study habits to the extent that

gains would be significant on a standardized test. The pattern of heavy

drinking has developed because of the contrib,..tioa of many interacting factors,

and one can only expect that it will take the joint influence of many com

pensating factors to modify such behavior significantly.

In order to cope effectively,with the kinds of complex and difficult

problems just discussed, the staff at Albuquerque Indian School would have to

present a totally unified front with maximuMimpact. Further, it would need

to be a group of enthusiastic, highly trained, confident individuals with

the best of support services at their disposal. Unfortunately, some of these

factors were found to be missing by the evaluation team. Many of the staff

members were not in favor of the project, and therefore did not support it

at all. Others who might have provided support were not trained to the

extent that they felt comfortable and confident in the use of reinforcement

techniques. Still others who had both enthusiasm for the project and training

in the required skills were in situations where their success was drastically

limited by their circumstances. The total impact of all these factors was

that the staff was nowhere near the level of effective participation and

support that wouleCte required to tackle problems of the magnitude described

in the preceding section.

A third feature in this interaction of factors was the organizational

lack that was found in several places. For a number of reasons that seemed

primarily related to lack of time between final planning and initiation of

the project, administrative organizations did not function smoothly. The

introduction of the idea to the staff, the involvement of the staff in the

planning phase, the collection of adequate baseline data, the provision of

adequate training for staff members, the developMent of clear guidelines for
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the carrying out of the project and provisions for the supervision of the

stafflin meeting the requirements of the project, all seem to have suffered

from signifiCant weaknesses during the first year. The deficiencies sand

pr blems were exacerbated because of an,unfortunate lack of communication

betweeil'administration ard staff.

This-lack of6=mbnication, in the opinions of the members of the

evaluation team, cannot be attributed to lack of competence or inadequate

effort on the part of either administration or staff. Both of these groups

seem to be composed primarily of competent individuals who are doing their

best to cope with difficult circumStan s. It, seems evident that the difficulty
..'

is attributable at least in part, to so e basic differences in philosophy
.

..,

and function, together with the press of.circumstances already described. A. .

great many of the staff members are veterans of many years of service-at the

Albuquerque rndiaft School, and they have seen what they regard as a definite

deterioration in the quality of the academic program and the level ormorale

at the school. They tend to attribute- this deterioration, at least in part,

to some of the recent changes and experiments by of the young administra-

top6N. On the other hand, some of the administrators are frustrated by the

lack of cooperation they receive from the staff in their attempts to copal

with the increasigly difficult problems that Come.to the school. The result

has been a communications breakdown, sometimes almost approaching a credi-

bility gap, between administration and staff. The recommendations in several
I

portions of this report deal `specifically with the need for systematic

attempts to bridgg such: gaps.

With all'of this information avaiRtble, it becomes possible to give a
/ .--1

,. C!
fairer evaluation to the data; and therefore to the project. It then becomes

possible/to stly that, even thodgh there were no large changes in,MPst
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of the behaviors for most of
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students, there were some changes that seemi)

highly encouraging. Some yo ngstefs overtly changed on a number of behaviors,

1 other children overtly Chang d in terms of a few behaviors, and considerable

e11
numbers of children changed w t\h regard to e or two behaviors. More important,

perhaps, is the strong probabilit'i that a great many children who have not

yet overtly changed their behavioi have at least covertly begun to evaluate

the relative gains and losses that accrue from various kinds of behavior.

They may have begun to recognize that they 4u1d, if they decided to do so,

an for and achieve some desired objective, even though that objective

might be relatively small.

It also seems possible that change has begun in another area which

does not show up on any of the objective information at this point. One

could hope that the systematic reinforcement system is gradually replacing,

a system based on punishment in many of the interactions between staff mem

bers and students. A number of staff members mentioned in several instances

they they regularly give praise as a reward, but that they have some doubt

about using material reward.3. Therefore, even though they may not be utilizing

the token rewards effectively, these staff members may be shifting toward a

behavior modification system that could bear fruit in the long run. To be

sure, as.has been noted in previous sections of this report, it is presently

important that staff members use the tokens with some consistency, in order

that maximum impact may be generated. However, in the long run, it seems

even more important-that staff members look for good behaviors to reinforce

instead of bad behaviors to punish. That seems to be happening, and one may

hoep that it will continue to develop over the coming year. Along wiy that

change, staff members should begin to recognize that the children are capable

of workl:pg if they have obtainable g o l;, and appropriate incentives. This
o
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would be, in itself, a major breakthrough from the situation where staff

members have 'little regard for th abilities of children,to regulate their

own behaviors, and little hope that the, students will work to achieve their

goals.

In summary, then, it would be ie joint opinioil of the'Avaluation team

"
that the experiment has been very much borthwhile, even though objective

data do not provide strong support for such an opidion. It iS the opinion

of the team that the goals may have been too amLitious, the problems attacked

too coMPlex, the avztilable time too short, and the, prevailing conditions too

unfavorable to achieve desired results during the first year. Given the

benefit of the first year of experience, together with more systematic planning,

fi

better public relations work with students and staff, improvements in the

record-keeping system, rather extensive training of the staff, an incentive

program for the staff, andIvery clear guidelines for the utilization of

the program, the second year may be more successful. Even so, it seems very

doubtful that one should anticipate marked.changes in academic achieVement

of in deeply rooted complex behaviors on the part of large numbers of children

who are experiencing severe in those areas. It would seem appro-

priate to set more realistic goals, in terms of both the numbers of children

involved and the kinds of behavior to be modified. However, that is not a

matter for the evaluation team to decide, but only a recommendation Owing

out of this study.
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